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LAST WEEK OF
EVANGELISTIC
_SERVICES

SHALL THE SALVATION
ARMY HAVE A HOME?

dapbun Croft, A. E. F. Meet
ing with Beneficial

Yes, If Houlton Citizens Will Contribute as Generously
as They Have in the Past

The great evangelistic Campaign
'Which has been In progress for over
‘two weeks will 'close so fartte Chaplain
Croft Is concerned on next Sunday
1evening. It w ill go on indefinitely
• under the {leadership o f the local
pastors la the uniUtfig churches.
During Ails week there will be some j

CHAPLAIN

CROFT
--—

For the past three years the local for the work which the Salvation
corps of the Salvation Army have been Army does.
i In order for the Salvation Army to
working for a fund to purchase a
get this building it is necessary to
permanent home in Houlton, wher■* raise only $1500 to finance the proposi
they could branch out and do more tion, and of this amount $700 had been
raised Saturday night. The matter is
effective work.
During the drive last Spring out oi hi the hands of J. R. Harvey and it
the contributions in Houlton there was is hoped that the people who have
not been approached, will respond as
left with J. R. Harvey about $4500
generously as those who have been
for the use of the local building fun<1.,
In the amount contributed
About two weeks ago the Divisional j last week are two $100 subscriptions

Kpeelal Stature each evening. F toj BOXING EXHIBITION
Instance, all church members wore
PLEASES HOULTON FANS
specially invited to attend on Monday
The boring exhibition given in th e )C M * of New England was in town ! and from that amount down.
evening,
tike Woman's Christian
Anyone who will contribute may
Tempeasuice Union will attend In a Hey wood theatre Thanksgiving eve- looking around for a suitable location, notify Mr. Harvey, and save him the

AROOSTOOK TIMES
April 13, 1860
To
December 27, 1916

No. 49

WHAT’S WRONG
WITH THE WORLD
Lecture Sunday by Interest
ing Speaker on This
Timely Subject
Arrangements have been completed
by the Houlton Council of the Knights
of Columbus for the Free Public
Lecture (And Questioft Box) by Peter
Collins of Massachusetts on “ What’s
Wrong With The World,” which will
be delivered at the Auditorium on
j Sunday evening, Dec. 6th.
| Mr. Collins’ lecture is one of a
Jseries of lectures in the nation-wide
Ieducational program of the Supreme
j Council of the Knights of Columbus.
! and the message of the lecturer is one
Iin the cause of God and Country o f
! civic righteousness and the general
welfare. It is a clear and logical
PETER COLLINS
j treatment of great problems confront*
1ing not only the people of America
OHIO SPORTSMEN
but vital civilization and its advance
HAVE GOOD LUCK ON ment.
AROOSTOOK TRIP It is entirely free from bitterness
and makes for a better understanding
The party of Ohio sportsmen who
.
. tt
.
. ..
and a kindlier feeling between every
passed through Houlton ^about three element in a community. The work
weeks ago en-route for Harvey on a
that Mr. Collins has been doing for
hunting trip, returned to Houlton
the common good by his lectures
Monday with a large amount of game.
throughout the country has been so
Among the party are men who for
pronounced and the approval of all
many years have made annual visits
the people so emphatic that a few
t0 this section. They come prepared
comments
by clergymen of all
for u months visit, bringing a large
denominations, sociologists, professors,
amount of luggage and this year the
workingmen and statesmen is not out
party consists of 10 business and
of place, for it gives an idea of the
professional men.
broad-gauge of Mr. Collins’ mission
The spoils of the three weeks trip
and its service for justice good will
in the woods near Harvey siding
among men. civic progress and social
attracted much attention while it was
welfare.
being unloaded at the B and A station.
There were 19 deer in the lot which
MRS. LYDIA GRAY
was shipped to Ohio by express
Houlton
is again called upon td
Saturday, the party of hunters left on
the same day via the Canadian Pacific : mourn the death of one of its best
known residents in the person of Mra^
It. R. for their homes.
Lydia Gray, widow of the late Frank
E. Gray, who after a long illness
HOULTON HIGH SCHOOL NOTES ! passed away late Thursday afternoon
Monday morning a abort talk o n ; a, , he Aroostook Hospital where sh«
anti-luberoulosls work was given by T. bad been for (reatlnent_ ’

body on Tuesday evening. The Ricker |nblg under
direction of Messrs, and at that time a 30 day option w
trouble of calling. The great benefit to
A endear #nd High School atndeiUs Fleming and Ginsberg was well secured on the Cary block, on Court a town to have such a building for
• n - United to attend Wednesday ! attended •considering the: many counter street, next to the TIMES building,
the use of the Salvation Army work
n c n l ^ m i l alto ttarBoy Scout Troops. attractions, and those who attended now occupied by the Bowlodrome. is recognized by every Booster in
T bo feoy Scout* Having uniform - are saw some lively action.
Several good preliminary bouts ' This building is not only well equipped Houlton and it is hoped that the sum
asked to wear St and the Chaplain
between
local aspirants for fistic havln« tour ^ l i n g alleys in the necessary may be secured before the
will wear his In Honor o f the occasion.
fame were pulled off, one especially, basement, but also rooms for living option expires, so that the moral inHe HhkTthe raft: o f Lieutenant while
ftuence which this organization exerts
on duty in the war. On Thursday the Orant>Faulkner bout was a hot iffl * Bd rooras that (’ould easiJy be may be felt here in our midst.
sleeping quarters, and
evoihig the vuriHous FraterkMes in one. in which young Grant proved ‘ p i p p e d
himself
a
coming
champion.
He
was
.....
~
town will he largely represented.
fast
on
his
feet,
had
a
good
punch
and
i
1919
HUNTING
SEASON
HAGERMAN-THOMPSON
Seats will he reserved tor each
covered well and many who are
The
beautiful home of Mr. and
group each evening and all tremainWillis E. Parsons of Foxcroft.
familiar with the game predict that Maine’s
commissioner
of
inland ^ rsN- Thompson on Main street
tag seats are free to the public. The
■OTIC on Friday evenin, will be a j ”,ith “
t " " ex1perie,K,fi' fisheries and game Saturday declared was the scene of a very pretty wedM obollutioa one at which all Christian | w‘ u ‘>e
to hol<l hls end >"* « “ > that this year’s big game season. ding Thursday at high noon when
which closed at midnight Saturday their only daughter Is&belle became
worker, and all those Who have
°
1
night lias been a most successful one,
bride ol ( oy Lawience Hageiman
received a blessing in these meetings
*™ nt ° " tha
considering previous conditions and
Houlton in the presence of the imwill be correlated for permanent j th*
T
aggressive evangelism.
which Pooler, the Bangor boy easily the fad that some of the new laws mediate members of the families of
i proved himself the
better man
the contracting parties.
Daring law week large number o f , although Ptm,am „ a<|
„ ,s
of enacted with a view to the proper
Rev. R. .\I. Brown of Wytopitloek
conservation of the game have been
tenons expressed their determination ; weight on Ms opponent
was
the otliciating clergyman and the
in
force
but
a
few
months.
In various -positive ways to 'a ccep t; Thfs oxMMtlon is the- first one of
wedding march was played by Miss
. Jeana Chrtot as their personal Savior a 8erles o( good boxl
„ enlB t„
Commissioner Parsons further deand to U vethe Christian life. On last s, aged here tWs „.|nte,. if lhost, , dared that there has been an un Kathleen Hagerman of Houlton. sisSunday afternoon Chaplain Croft ad, interested in the sport will hack the usual influx of non-resident hunters tcr of the groom.
The double ring service was used.
dressed an audience of about 500 men promoters.
this fall owing largelv no doubt to 1 he bride was beautiful in her wed
in the Temple Theatre on the subject:
the relaxation following the strenu ding dress of fiesh colorful Georgette
“ Christianity and Americanism.” He
ous days of the World War and thul with pussy willow and tulle trimming
.POTATOES
was at hls best and made very
Imany more deer have been killed
The local .market is quiet with few |this season than during the same and carried a bridal hoquet of Ophe
effective nae o f his experiences and
lia roses. They werf! unattended.
observations in the war. In fact it j offerings, buyers paying $3.85 per months last year.
Dolt,it.v
: Mrs. Gray was born in Houlton In'
.Mrs. C. X. Thompson, the mother of
was evident that this subject was ! barrel,
The coinmitte for the publication of Asci
. .
*
LSbl and always lived here. She w a i
the
bride,
was
becomingl
dressed
in
‘
.Many
oi
Maine's
best
hunters
perfectly congenial to him. He made} The Produce News says:
the North Star was chosen Monday
not been after deer this season. a dark blue Tricolette dress with The following are serving: - Seniors. (he daughter of the late Robert L.
it very tilear and strong that the | 'There has been a • most unusual
and Margaret Clark, the youngest o f
gospel* 6f <9esus Christ la th e one and |market on potatoes for the past week, , ^ut malted f(,r the open season on hand embroidery and wore roses, Anna Hovev and Paul Lawler: Juniors
c tamily of eight children, only two
only thing’that can save the world inasmuch as country prices were ; moose* said Gomrrrissioner Parsons. The commodious parlor in which the Marion White and Herschel Bull; So- ; f whom are now living.
and promote peace on earth and good relatively ..much higher than prices o n ' “ Nov. 20th, the last day that hunt- wedding took place was tastily dec- phomores^ Mary Orcutt and Herschel
In 1891 she was married to Frank
will among men. Without this Inter- thls market. Owing to the average ie,H were giving their attention ex- orated with evergreen and yellow Peabody; Freshman. Lydia Rideout
E. Gray and to this union two children
low
grade
of
at
least
60
per
cent
o
f
'
dusively
to
deer,
there
had
passed
Chrysanthemums
as
was
also
the
nationar Treaties and the lik e are apt
and Bernard Patton.
were born, Carl C. and Ruth, both o f
to be mere “ scraps of paper.” This the receipts, receivers were compelled through the Maine Central station at dining room where a huge wedding
A social will he held on Friday. Dee.
whom
survive.
is the only cure for Bodihevism and to force the stock into consumption . BangoY. one of he many inspection cake was nit by the bride in the ms- 5. for the benefit of tllfe Basket Ball
Throughout
her residence in Houl
Strictly ! points *n (he State, 126a deer as ternary manner.
for all sMSUar forms of lawlessness. at best prices obtainable.
Team. Refreshments will he sewed.
ton Mrs. Gray made many friends.
prime
Maine
potatoes
when
(ilosely
a*ainSt
(le(jr
tor
the
sain'Period
Mrs.
Hagerman
is
an
accomplished
(,()0(1
At the close o f the address all those
music. Admission 20c.
(-0a(.b Parker expects to have the Sociable and always liking gay
who would do their best to make this graded, brought $4.S5@5, but very : last >Tear- These were hut a small and talented young lady, a graduate
., , , ., ... m
.
. company she was afavorite until poor
^1(‘ deer laken as it is osti- of Kents Hill, class of 1912 and from .best, Basket
nation an well as this town a Christian little wholesale business was reported |Part
Balll Team ever put out
^ rvx, , . . ,
.
„
„
u
™
f
heaKh compelled her to spend most
the
New
England
Conservatory
of
one in reality as well as in name were over the inside prices. The inflexible mated that a much larger number
by II. II. S. There are about 2:, out of he,. t|me lndool.s
Invited to Stand and the audience as rules of tihe New York Central Rail-iaie taken out by automobile than by Music, class of 1915 and later a for the team and it looks as if the one
„ „ ,
„
„
,
-. . .
4. .
....
. .
khe was a past matron of Fideliroad on Pier 17, in refusing to permit train and there were many more teacher of music in Massachusetts.
a whole came promptly to Its feet.
that plavs
this
vear will
haveto bea .. ^
„
. .
..
, ty Chapter Order of the Eastern Star
Mr. Hagerman is the eldest son of real, athelete. ‘ Two interesting
in
hunting regions
and '
..
. . ... _
As the Sunday evening “service had only the consignees’ trucksto h a u l'1110*01' <ars
.
l)ast n°hle grand of the Rebekahs.
Geo. A. Hagerman of Houlton and a good games will he plaved here with a,so
>'eur than ever before,
A|,„n„
..
tar outgrown the capacity 'Of any local stock off the docks, thus compelling
1 *
Always taking an active part in the
-j iun satisfied that the law pro- graduate of Houlton High School and teams that have never come up this work of both societies,
Church the one last Sunday evening a double cartage, has had much to do
Bowdoin college, class of 1916. He is
was held in the Temple Theatre. Over with diverting buyers to the railroad j hibiting the use or consumption of
During her long illness her sou.
a
member of Alpha Delta Phi and far. They are Dean Academy from
one thousand were present. All the tracks, where the same conditions do : deer hi lumber camps or buildings
Franklin< Mass, .and Newport H. S. Carl, has been most faithful in his
has recently returned from service
standing room was taken and many not obtain. Sales were reported at connected with lumbering operations
from Newport, Maine.
attendance and care. Her daughter.
over seas. A beautiful and costly
per
165-lb.
bag,
while
three
js
having
a
most
salutary
effect,
and
$5@5.15
were unable to gain admission. About
Miss Ruth for the past few years has
display
of
gifts
sent
from
friends
far
was ntq passed any too soon if we
seventy-five singers were seated on bushel sacks brought $5.25<@)5.,?0.
been
at Hebron and was unable to
and
near
show
the
high
esteem
in
RED
CROSS
SEAL
DRIVE
New York State potatoes are tfhow- ar(, t() sav0 the game in this State,
.the platform. The chorus was led by
be at home to any great extent.
Augusta.
Me.,
Dec.
1—The
Red
Cross
which
the
young
couple
are
held
and
Mr. P. 8. Berrle and was accompanied ing some improvement in quality and -phe havoc wrought among them by
Besire her children she leaves two
Sjnau jobbers feeding their crews the best wishes of hosts of friends go Christmas Seal Sale which began to
by an orchestra. A quartet selection sell about the same prices as Mahnes.
day
all
over
the
country
and
which
’
brothers,
Michael M. Clark o f HoulSouthern second crops have toeen venison was alarming. Many jobbers with them for happiness and pros
w m finely rendered by Mrs. Hughes,
will
continue
until
Dec.
10.
will
mark
ton
a°d
Robert
D. Clark of Bangor,
perity
in
their
married
life.
They
Mrs. FalrbaUk, Mr. Berrle and Mr. coming quite freely, but quality the took no beef into the NVOO(ls but
the
beginning
of
another
phase
of
the
The
funeral
services
were held from
left
town
on
No.
29
train
for
Houl
supply theircamps
Fullerton. The Chaplain preached a Past week has not been up to stun- hired hunters to
race
between
tuberculosis
and
the
ber
*ate
home\on
the
Highlands at
ton.
The
wedding
was
quiet
on
ac
with deer meat through
the whole
very graphic and powerful sermon on dard and sales were generally at
count of illness in the family of tHe agencies organized to beat this most 2 o ’clock Sunday afternoon, Rev. Mr.
4.25
on
Peach
Blows,
while
Cobblers
winter
season,
'the Parable o f the Ten Virgins.
deadly menace of the American people. Mowrey o f the
Unitarian church
groom. Bangor Commercial.
He emphasized the fact that brought $4;2'5@4.50 rarely $4.75, and
In
the
14
years
which
the
National
'officiating.
Interment
was made in
occasional lot up to $5 Mil. Long
anl of ! h‘‘ ° !'iniou ,h»«
-------------- organized churches and conventional an
Tuberculosis Association has been cofamily lot in Evergreen cemetery
Island potatoes have been arriving " ° ‘ 'al'llimi in ,hlR state, after’ s t r i p . . _ T p o n p r NOW
"forms *of religion have little or no
th ro u g h
fh p M t
R n t-ib rlin i-puinn
iJ. I I M A / l d IlV /fY
ordinating the work of fighting the
To the beveared son and daughter
tnp
Kal<lft(,,n
value unlees tilled and energized quite freely, and going into special l,,rougn
including
u
tour
to
the
tableland
ONMEXICAN BORDER white plague in the United States there as we^ as other relatives, the deepest
trade channels, at $5.25@6. Those
with divine life and power. In the
■where they wen* frequently seen in
There may be troublebetween
the ha* been an average increase of 400 sympathy of the community is
-Met analysis men are lost not because thrown on the open market sold gen considerable numbers, and through
per cent in the varies facilities for e*tended.
armed
forces
of
the
United
States
they ere outbreaking sinners, hut be erally at $5.50@5.65 per 165 lb. bag. the “ burnt land” on the head waters
---------------------and Mexico, or then* may not. But combatting the disease.
County advices are stronger and it is
cause o f their rejection of Jesus
But statistics recently made public
PRESENTATION
impossible to purchase potatoes any of the St. John river when* some this country is ready for war if it canC n g as a personal Savior. This is
Some n(,t he avoided.
indicate that tuberculosis is very
The members of the Medical
where in the United States and sell think a few still remain.
I I I ’’fundamental sin that makes -all
caribou
antlers
were
recently
tonnd
Massed today “ up against th<* bor- nearly keeping pace with the efforts Association of Houlton, wrhich included
|them on this market at current rates
other sins possible.
near .McNally s ,b.r” are ten regiments of cavalry, two to eliminate it.
the members of the Aroostook Medical
j without losing money. One of the bv a non-resident
At the close of the service a large |large dealers said this morning that (’■amps, in Township 11, Range 9, of fjohi artillery, two of engineers and
For this reason more than 650,000,000 Society, were pleasantly entertained on
number expressed their purpose to he looked for u sharp .increase on W. E. L. S.. Aroostook county, and six regiments of infantry, which with Red Gross Ghristmas Seals must be Wednesday evening at the home of Dr.
live the Christian fffe.
prime graded stock, but said it would although they were several years their complement of special and teehnj- sold in the first 10 days of December and Mrs. F. W. Mitchell on Main street,
The gathering was in the shape of
take several weeks to get rid of the olfi and gnawed by mice, he was s o ra[ u-oops and trains make a trained in order to carry out the plans of the
accumulations ol low' grade potatoes pleased that he asked permission to force of American regulars that totals National Tuberculosis Association and a Farewell party to Dr. H. L. Putnam,
HUGHESLANGAN
transpoi t them out of the state. It between ao.ooo and 60,000 officers and its l.ooo affiliated state and local who left last week for Louisville.
fheld at the nearby shipping points
was a- rare find and probably the last men. In reserve and within a day's organizations during the year 1920.
Kentucky where he will remain for a
A very pretty wedding was solemniz
relic of this splendid game animal run of the border are another 15,000 to
When you lmy as many Red Gross time with his son. going later to
ed at 8i) Mary’s Catholic Church on
MRS. LEON MANSUR
to he found in the Maim* woods.
20.000 regulars, not to mention the Ghristmas Seals as you can afford— Petersburg, Florida, where he will
Wednesday. Rev. Fr. P. M. Silk officiat
i The many Houlton friends of Dr.
ing, the contracting -parties being
Hunling the hear has become H.noii Texas cavalrymen which tin* and perhaps a little hit more it may spend the winter.
ILeon Mansur of Los Angeles, ('al..
During the evening Dr. Putnam w a s
Mina Anna Wininfred Langan and Mr.
great sport in the past few years Bone Star State has recruited and interest you to know that in 1908, the
wiR sympathize with him in the death
leather
Mrnmt J. Hughes.
and has taken the place of stalking trained, and which the Government year they were first offered to the presented with a very fine
Iof his wife, which occurred at their
the Houlton
the moose to some extent. 'Phis year has now recognized as a duly organized public, only .10.000,000 were put on sale, traveling bag from
The bride was attended by Mrs. ' home early last month.
at the same inspection stations as National Guard force, for the specific -More than 20 times that number must Physicians, and was also presented
Lonlz Dalton and Mr. Alton Carroll
Mrs. Mansur was well known in
with a testimonial from the members
the
deer were taken, ” •
”> hears wen* purpose of representing Texas in any he sold this year.
“attended the groom. Both the contract Houlton where as Miss Irene Worthen,
______________
of the Aroostook County Medical
ing parties are well known in Houlton ! she visited previous to her marriage. shipped, being three tints as many armed move that may be made in an
Society.
where they have many friends. The After residing in Boston for a number in the same period as 'last year when ; effort to tmdo the Mexican tangl
BENEFIT
MINSTREL
SHOW
Delicious refreshments were served,.
---------------------------bride has lived here for a number of j of years, they moved to California on only 10 passed this point. The l a r g e r
The
people
ot
this
section
have
a
|
and
best wishes expressed for the Dr
number
went
out.
as
in
the
ease
of
years while the groom is a valued em account o f her health, which was
U. S. IMMIGRATION OFFICE
treat in store in the near future for'an d wife on their departure from
ployee on the Bangor & Aroostook R. benefitted, for a time by the change, deer, by automobile.
DEPORTS TWO ALIENS a committee of the Eastern Star ladies , Houlton, where he was born, educated
1L, being an efficient engineer.
"I am encouraged hv improved
but she had been in failing health for
Inspector F. W. Arndt of the U. S. have secured the services of F. E. ■and practiced for the past thirty years.
After a short wedding trip they will Iaome time,
conditions and the growing sentiment
O'Leary, who is to stage a minstrel 1
--------------------return and reside on Charles street.
throughout the state in favor of tin Immigration dept, took to McAdam show here about the first of January. ;
THE
WEATHER
The j unc' a few days ago and turned over
preservation of our wild life,
There is scarcely a person in the
a light snow storm visited Houlton
to
Inspector
Mederios
of
that,
place,
OLD TIME DANCE
game is one of our greatest assets,
country or state but who has heard j Tuesday and Wednesday of last week
ELKS MEMORIAL SUNDAY
Fifty couples composed of those who and if the guides and all other good a Japanese by the name of Kojero of O'Leary and with a minstrel show ' and around town where the roads were,
CbaplftiB A. J. Croft, o f Milwaukee Ienjoy old time dances, which were citizens will try to conserve it and Kons, who entered the U. S. without
should prove a great attraction. Mr. smooth. runners are being used. Out
Who ]« holding Evangelistic services given during the last winter, met at co-operate with the game wardens it j inspection and was without a pass- O'Leary will
arrive in Houlton on in the country the roads froze rough,
port
as
required
by
law.
ta the M. E. Church, will deliver the ^Watson Hall on Thanksgiving eve for can be preserved forever and handed
Dec. 19 and the rehearsals will be
which makes transportation hard for
He was deported to Japan via New
address' at the Elk’s Memorial services 1the first dance of the season.
down to our sons and daughters and
started. Further particulars will be i klnd of col)veyance The thermometer
York.
to ba held at the Elk’s hall, on Sunday j Good music was furnished by j those who follow as a priceless
announced later. The proceeds will j registered 10 degrees above on Friday
Afternoon, Dec. 6th, at 4 P. M.
; Davenport and refreshments were heritage of the great wilderness of
go towards fitting up the new dining morning
The exercises will be open to the ; served during the evening.
Maine.
Mrs. J. R. McCarron of Woodstock room in Masonic hall.
Saturday night and Sunday rain,
JHlblfc.
;
Up to Saturday 1871 deer, 38 bears N. B., who has been visiting her sister,
which took off the snow. Monday
The ritualistic services will be ca r- 1 Hon. L. A. Pierce left Tuesday j and 22 moose had been received at Mrs. M. E. Murphy, returned to her
Mrs. Ardra Gray who has been visit and Tuesday cold with frozen roads
out by the officers of the Lodge |evening for Portland, having spent the Union station, these figures not in home Friday.
ing Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Hodgins, Tuesday 15 above.
he furnished by Bry- j past two weeks in Houlton, and on cluding game taken out of the woods
Mrs. Chas. P. Kinsman of Augusta, has retuned to her home in California.
tarios will be given |Thursday Mrs. Pierce will leave, In automobiles, the number being who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. George B. Grant. Washburn
Dr. Joseph A. Donovan has pur
J, H. Brooks and Mr. Phil Iaccompanied by her three children! transported by thfs means this sea E. S. Powers, returns to her home on street, who has been* quite ill for the
chased the bungalow on Main streets
j to make her home In Portland.
son being unusually large.
Thursday of this week.
past few weeks is slowly improving. recently owned by Hon. L. A.^Pierce.
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spend a day or so in gathering them people to the meaning of the 1. \V. W. Ihc idea OI s it in g as many visitors as ly with the Belfast dealers and they
in. By and by. when the real Christ- movement, the cold-blooded shooting possible lit in across the line. Along in turn with the people of the surmas season opens, when the holly and of soldiers returned lrom the world- the border it would mean the addition rounding towns. During the Fall the
the green and crimson trimmings are war, and engaged in the celebration of ol' thousands to the holiday crowds. In ! trips have been made by automobile
in evidence, the spirit of the time Armistice day, should do it. From this fact there is every reason to believe but with the roads now becoming too
takes hold of one stronger, but tlie time forth, it should be impossible for that a great many Canadians would rough for travel they will he ipade as
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mflr.
choicest opportunities are gone by for the I. \Y. W. to secure a hall anywhere attend a celebration.
: far as possible via special trains and
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year the picking up of the cream of what for their headquarters. The sources j It can be seen from this that th e , the other places will be taken next
In advance as required by law; in the market has to offer. The wise of the anarchistic literature which j week named holds groat possibilities j Spring and Summer when the highwoman is the one who now,
even they circulate should he traced, and Iand gives opportunities for
having ! ways again become dry so that motor
Canada $2.00 in advance.
while the Thanksgiving day is yet b e -! whoever is responsible for its produc-| three big days when enormous crowds j cars may he used on them. Is not this
Single copies five cents
fore her, looks ahead to her Christ- ^tion
and
distribution
should
hi
uld
be would be assured, not only from every |idea a suggestion for other large tradAdvertisirg rates based upon guar&n-, mas shopping and gets busy with h e r ! adequately punished, and the stuff it- section of Maine but from adjoining j ing centers in the State to try, not to
teed circulation.
list and her selections. She will find i self destroyed. The I. W. \V. and the states and from Canada, as well.
leave out Houlton which could plan
room, and interested attention in the j Soviet-Communist organizations m
u
s t -----------------------similar visits to the surrounding towns
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
stores which she cannot expect to i be treated as enemies of the nation.
THE BELFAST PLAN
for retail business and to the large
tor circulation at second-class
find
by
and
by.
when
hurry
and
wor
and sternly dealt with. It would be
The city of Belfast is one of the, e n te r s of the entire State in the inpostal rates.
ry has taken possession of the soul and the height of folly to wait until they most enterprising in the State and ' terests of its wholesale trade?
have had opportunity to commit more this ta(.t is now being shown by a !
_________________
All Ruboeriptiona are DI8CONTIN- of the market place.
U B § wh«n more than 3 months In ar
This year is gong to be very gay j crimes of the sort for which they : campaign conducted by it
to
get |
CLOTHES AND WEATHER
rears.
for holiday celebrations; this season l found occasion in the Preparedness- business. It wished to be the trading'
.
of Christmas is going to be very hap- j day parade at San Francisco, and the center for Waldo County, as rightly j
unng
e war
mericans
took
py and jolly and lavish in its gift Armistice-day parade at Centralia, be- it should be. but just how best to many a leaf from the book of theIr
OO YOUR CHRI8TMA8
SHOPPING EARLY |making, for people have more to do j f0re taking vigorous and nation-wide |impress lts advantages for shopping’ grandmothers in the matter of food
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, and be rosy and comfortable and coal
saving?

What Did He Say?
Observant Youngster “ Oh, look at
that funny man. mother! He’s sitting
on the pavement talkin’ to
a bananask in !”

______

u. S. R. R. adm in Ts t r a TION
Director General of Railroads
R A N fO R & A R O O S T O O K R D

TIME TABLE
Corrected to September 29, 1919
Trains Dally Except Sunday
„
From HOULTON
8-28 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield. Caribou
Limestone and Van Baron.
9.23 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
11.30 a. m.—For Ashland. St. EYancis. Ft.
Kent. Washburn, Presque Me, Kan
, AABure,v
Sw * Pan asd MapteUa.
1*40
p. m.—For
10J?;
ni*~For Dover a
A Hrwrwrft
B n u oft, Greenvine, Bangor, Portland
__
6.26 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
Boston, Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou
to Boston.
and clothing conservation. Why not 8.02 p. m —For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
-W e must get our Christmas pres-> lth* have relea8e from i' vo,T}' an(l! action.
take another, in these days of fuel
HOULTON
care In a great measure. In spite of j
something of
a
difficult
problem.
8.19 a. m.—From Boston. Portland, Ban«nts early this year If we want to get
scarcity,
and
wear
clothes
that
suit
MAINE’S CENTENNIAL
market conditions, and are looking
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to
to invite lead- the weather9
the best service,” said one woman to i
, .
, ,,,
~ '
; *Finally
------ - it was decided ^
Caribou.
forward to the
smother. “ Surd, and mail them even ! ^orwar<^
til® holiday
holiday with
wltli eagerness.
eagern ess.; QUjetiy the committee which has in j ing citizens of each town to be the'
| 9.19 a. m —From Van Buren. Caribou. Ft.
Where are the “ undies” of yester- j
Fairfield.
All the more reason, therefor, why we charge Maine’s centennial celebration . guests of the city. One community
Ban
should do our own part towards mak- next year is at work on the program, was to he taken at a time and t h e lyear^ Gone, but not forgotten. No- [ 12.58^ p. m.—From Boston. Portland,
gor, Greenville, Dover A rFoxcroft.
^nHlCh on time,'* said the other. What
ing it as easy and as delightful as pos- That it is to bo an elaborate one. and ! visitors were to be given a dinner and body wants t0 wear scratchy flannels!
C.st'p.’m‘ -F ro m ’ st.
eoald she mean?
Jnat the same the person who gets I slblG for a11 concerned and nothing I in keeping with the State’s Illustrious :entertainment and then told something ; these day8’ and nobody needs to’
But |^ “s S lT fe n
hbUrtt-to,e
After her Christmas work now is the i can do this better than t0 get righ t! record, is assured and the affair will; of Belfast. The plan, however, failed the knitted cottons and the silk and j
Van Buren. Limestone
BtfMMl who Is going to get the m ostiafter he sh°PPlnK- andeven the shiP‘ j rank with the greatest of similiar cele-. for it is a well known fact that today ( ° ton mixtures and the silk and wool 7.59
- - arl
ou- or Boston,
airfield.Portland, Ban
p. m.—From
gor.
•at o f her Christmas season In the !
ln am» le 8eaao"
! brations of other states in he Union, if one wants to sell anything he must m*xares oome *n textures which
Time tables giving complete informa
-----------------------! When the dates for the affair were |go to the prospective purchaser. Com-1 flnn*sb real 'var,llth without discom- tion may be obtained at ticket •fftces.
way o f comfort, of convenience, and ;
GEO
HOUGHTON”, General Passenger
'originally discussed there seemed to petition is too keen to take the chance j fort or t0° much bulk- They Per.mit a Agent,M.Bangor,
With the least worry and trouble at I HAVE BEEN TOO TOLERANT
Me.
th « end o f the holiday season. Many]
The plain lesson of the Armistice- be a strong sentiment in favor ot h av -; ot waiting tor him to come to you. i *emPe,atlll ('
sixty
si* ty five
in
people are realising this, more than 'day tragedy at Centralia. Washing-j ing it during the first week in Septem -; Therefore the people from the ou t-: hbmes and offices, which is more
PROFESSIONAL C
t l^ y did a few years ago, more people Iton, is that, government and people ! her. Since then, however, many things j lying towns tailed to come to B e lfa st!'' oesonie or peop e genera y
an
an
giving personal thought to ja lik e , we have been too tolerant of Jhave arisen to make it doubtful if that , to these celebrations so the idea was; e1' uslla seven y to e g y. as we
Individual and distinctive things than j anarchist activities. W e have been time of the year would he most desir- , reversed--Belfast went to them. Now as ar more econora ca .
JOHN 0 . WILLEY,
they used to in spite of the general j slow to believe that the revolution-! able. In the first place it is believed theplan is being successfully worked
There is no merit in wearing
sum08TEOPATH
elamor to “give something useful." ary propaganda of the I. W. W. and ! the opening of schools all over the j out along this line and the city is mei clothes in winter. The lilies don t
Graduate American School of Osteopathy
do it, nor the sturdy oaks. Neither do
Th|s advice was formerly interpreted kindred organizations could possibly j Country would prevent many fvom re-j reaping splendid benefits.
KirksvlUe, Mo.
b*rds
" ’inter in the north.
Suite 10-11 New Maeonic BulMln*
Into terms of kimonos, shoes, sets of mean what it seemed to mean. We maining for the big affair. Again it t Briefly, the Belfast Board of Trade
organizes a large group of its leading i The\ put on little undies of their Phone
Hours 9 to 12^-4 to 6
ditiles and things of that nature that |have clung to our old ideals of free w’ould come directly in the middle
coQld be bought, shipped and made j speech and a free press, regardless the intensive campaign for the election |business men and arranges with the own
HOULTON, MAINE
And with serges and heavy silks so
available without other effort than of changed conditions; and have tol- of Governor and State officials to bp j local, grange or some prominent organerated
the
utmost
license
in
direct
j
held
on
September
IT
'ization
in
the
town
to
he
visited
to
.attractive
and lustrous and colorful
paylng and addressing the packages,
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
but these times people are studying appeals for the overthrow of o u r! On the other hand it has been sun furnish a supper for which the visitors *sind all, why stick to transparent
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
a piate. The city delegation , fabrics and goaround shivering
and
with ’ great pains and consideration institutions, and the taking over of j gested that the last week In June |piiy
129
Main 8t. Houlton, Me.
Into the tastes and likes of their our government and our industries would have many advantages. It would |theninvites the leading people of the 1pale-faced? Why notwear a few real
friends as well as of their needs. by what calls itself the “ proletariat.” A>ome after the close of the schools, it f()Wn to attend, furnishes music for tie* clothes from November to mid-March,
There is no lack of laws against ; would bring people to Maine early in oeeasion, as well as an excellent pro
■specially Is this true with the woman
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
The ! the season and they probably would ' gram 0 f entertainment, and incidentalw ho can manufacture dainty things, these revolutionary activities.
Corner Pleasant Street and
o r the young person who has skill trouble lies in their lax and fitful remain, many of them at least, tor the |jv durjng th(> evening has two or three
Bjglhm d Ave.
webegin
to , rest of the Summer. The season
ot the j h vt» and interesting speakers say a
with a pen and a brush. This makes enforcement. When
is to enjoy good health. The secret of
Words on the advantages of Belfo r the spirit of the day, and redeems punish these criminals, we stop short year is one of the most delightful here, j
good health is chiefly to maintain nor
DR. L. P. HUGHES
the custom o f gift making from much of effective penalties. Some satisfac- and vegetation is looking its treshest faSf as a shopping center and whv mal activity of the stomach, bowels,
liver, skin and kidneys.
•f the commercialism which clings to tion was felt last spring when 50 of and best. There would be no political Waldo ( ’ounty should support its only
Hansford W. Shaw Seth S. Thornton
the I. W. W . leaders in the strike at ■campaign to interfere and it would jrity with its retail business. The afJt in spite o f the best endeavors.
adance
for
SHAW & THORNTON
Christmas is the time of love and Seattle and Spokane were brought to come in betweenplanting and haying f;i jj- u s u a l l y ends with
P6AC6 and good will; it is
the holiday
i New York for deportation;but it nowf()r the
farmer.
which Belfastalso furnishes
the orATTORNEY8
. et all Others that ought to be k e p t ! appears that only 10 of
them haveit would seem
that theweek com- chestra.
Prompt attention to all business
.from all thought of gain or loss a n d 'actually been deported. We have laws
mencing June 2S andending
J ul y
Not only does the plan bring busi
Houlton,
Main*
: given entirely to the exchange o f , umlor which the publication of w o u l d b e t h e b es t f o r v a r i o u s r e a s o n s . ness into Belfast but it also promotes a
Probate matters have Special
Largest Sale o f Any Medi.
(greetings and of friendly assurances, j literature inciting resistance to the O n M o n d a y , t he 2Ntli. t he first a n n i v e r better feeling throughout tin* country
cine in the World.
Attention
Sold everywhere.
jA nd with most people it is true th at , government can be punished by im- v a r y o f t he s i g n i n g o f t h e pe a ' - e t r e a t y and gets everone acquainted personalIn boxes. 10c., 25c.
( this feeling predominates over all oth - 1prisonment for six years, and a fine of a P a r i s c o u l d he o b s e r v e d a s P e a c e
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
ers. In spite o f this however, Christ- $10,000;
but
the
publication
o f Da y a n d a b i g c e l e b r a t i o n b a s e d on
DENTIST
♦mas is the hour of regret as well as of anarchist organs goes merrily on uu llii- i'v nit c o u l d lie c a r r i e d out. If
(Pleasant recollections, for few people : checked. The I. W. W. alone tins lU w o u l d be d e c i d e d l y a p p r o p r i a t e to h a \ e
Fogg Block
,.«an do all the things they would, or magazines and newspapers, printed in G e n e r a l P e r s h i n g , o r s o n i c o t h e r gr ea t
’ give all the gifts they hope to on a dozen different languages, all of them N a t i o n a l f i gur e as t h e g u e s t ot h o n o r
1
DR. W. B. R0BEN
Its A S S A M quality gives it
.Christmas time.
Which brings it a d v o c a t i n g t h e c o n f i s c a t i o n o f p r o p e r t y ;i.ml p r i n c i p a l s p e a k e r on that mom* nOSTEOPATHIC
PHYSICIAN
4own to the fact that after all the and thf> overthrow of government; t o n s o c c a s i o n . O t h e r t e a t u r e s mi ght
that
rich
flavor
b
e
a
r
r
a
n
g
e
d
f
or
J
u
n
e
2!*
and
Jo.
a
n
d
Suite
?2,
Mansur
Block
and
it
has
just
added
two
news
greeting is the thing, the mode there
papers to the list, one
printed
in J u l y 2 a n d 2. J u l y I c o n e ' s on Sun
o f is the secondary consideration.
Tel. 1-J6
Houlton, Maine
“ Every year I begin during my sum Croatian and the other in Finnish. d a y a n d thi s s h o u l d be d e v o t e d to s e r v 
FREDERICK G. V0SE, D. C.
» e r vacation to embroider and paint Whenever 1. W. W. or Soviet Com i c e s in t h e c h u r c h e s mi d to c o m uu unerati'.r.'
the
bi
rt
h
o
f
Maim*
as
a
S
t
a
t
e
as
■and make pretty little trinkets which munist headquarters are raided, t ons
CHIROPRACTOR
«an be laid aside till Christmas,” says of this sort of literature are seized. Wt s as tile birt li o f t lie Nat ion. Ti n
Chirepnictic Adjustments Remove the
•He girl who believes very intensely in and often stores of rifles and am- put! o b s e r v a n c e o f I n d e p e n d e n c e i ) ay
Cause of Disease
•the giving of Christmas gifts. “ Every munition, .md material for b o m b s , v i ! l c o m e ('ll M o n d a y , tin* nth. a n d this
Suite 8-9 Mansur Block
Houlten
store I come to I watch for novelties But th" raids create only a temporary c o u l d la* m a d e t he hig w i n d - u p o f the
and pretty things, and these I put sensation, and are rarely followed by c e l e b r a t i o n , a n d b e i n g a h o l i d a y , m a n y
JOHN P. COSTELLO
away, too, for the happy week before adequate penalties for the conspirators. (,f the important out door e v e n t s c o u l d
S o ld o n ly in s e a le d p a c k a g e s
UNDERTAKER and LICENSED
Christmas when I spend a whole day.
Tuesday's crime at Centralia should be put on the program. July l is Gun
EMBALMER
and sometimes more, in sorting, wrap- put an end to this weukkneed folly, ada's great national holiday and po. siRoom 10 Mansur Block, Phone 51.-M
ping and-best of all, deciding to whom i That crime was deliberately planned, bly it might he well to arrange an
122
Res. 17 Elm St., Phone 381-M
each individual thing shall be sent If anything could arouse the American elaborate program on that day with

A Woman’s Right

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

REDROSE

T E A 'i s good t e a

r. ••

.1 just love this season of the year, and
nn one on earth gets such pleasure In
receiving gifts as I do in giving them.
It makes me happy for the wliol >
Winter through.”
“ I love to make presents, also, and
myself do a lot of embroidery.” saythe little blonde stenog. “ But I never
give anything which I have made my
self except to those for whom 1 f >e!
very tenderly and Specially to my
•ijn family.
There is something
about the hand work which I consid
e r very precious, and a gift of that
sort received speaks all sorts of nice
things to me. I simply feel that it is
so personal, so much a part of the
maker, that the hand wrought gift
should be used very carefully. I can
buy trinkets, or send cards to tho°e
who are acquaintances, but the gift
that has the real love in it is the
thing I have worked over, planned,
made myself, and the thing which
some other person has put her own
work into for me.”
Just now the little gift shops and
the counters of the stores in the city
are gay and bright with the first and
prettiest suggestions for the Christ
mas time. Just now is the time for
th e person who wants real pretties to

NATURESWAV
A lcohol and d a n g e ro u s;
sedatives are fast falling into j
diem e. W h e n the b o d y iai
d e b ilita te d th e e ffe c tu a l
■M an s o f restoring strength if

sco rn
EMULSION
vrhich does what your regulai
io o d should do but all too
o ften fails lo do— i w o n d i i

4Duf strmngthmn* the whole
It is the.results thal
J o llo w th e u se o f 5 c o f f ’a
JEmuftfon that have m ade its
•multitude o f friends.
. T h lJ m fjn cod-liver oil need
ite ImtiSlhNfim i» super-nllaed
Bpcm MM Aaerkoa Laboratories.
MBm R l —dqoaUty la onaorpasitd.
ewMSlowi.BIPomBiIdJtJ, 1949

[<*$OT*

In your head

VALVE-IN-H EAD

In treating a headache, there is on- safe rule to follow:— Never use any Medicine
containing acetanilid or similar coal tar derivatives without the ad
vice of your physician. Thev mav give temporary relief, but they
almost never reach the cause of thj trouble and are likely to weaken
the heart. The most common icrrn of headache, frequently called
sick neadache, arising from a disordered stomach, may be avoided
by care in the choice of food. Shun pastry, candy and rich food,
take time to eat, chew your food thoroughly and keep your bowels
in good condition by using one-half to one teaspoonful of “ L. F.”
Atwood's Medicine after each meal. This old reliable remedy has
been a perfect blessing to thousands for sixty years, (let a bottle
to-day, and prove it for yourseil. Any dealer has it for fifty cents.
or we mail a free sample on request. "L. F.’ Medicine Co., Portland,
Maine.
E

MOTOR CARS

It’s the wise house
wife who serves

Postum Cereal
instead of coffee. For where
coffee sometimes disagrees
and leaves harmful after-ef
fects, Postum is an absolutely
healthful cereal drink. Made
of roasted wheat blended with
a wee bit of molasses.
The extraordinary flavor of
this beverage resembles that
of the finest coffee— pleasing
to particular tastes.

The

Buick Built Cam Shaft
T w e l v e P o w e r f u l B lo w s from the
Mammoth Buick D rop Forge Hammers

Drive into each B uick B u ilt Cam S h a ft, strength,
and durability.
Then it passes thru the wonderful
and tempering, into the skilled hands
each shaft is given careful
inspection, all of which are
methods of Buick construction.

rigid
of the

T w o size s, u s a lljr sold a t 19c a n d 2 5 c

A Buick-built Cam Shaft is a tm»t wind
a m ost important
duty— a unit so efficiently budt into the i
•V sh e in Head motor,
thru twenty years of manufacture that it is
that.

Blade by

WHEN BETTER AU TO M O BILES A R E BU ILT BUICK W ILL BUILD THEM

Postum C ereal C om pany, B attle C reek, M ichigan

.x i d i t r r '

S. Bean,

Distributor- for Aroostook County
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material sold in New England, and jordinary crops that respond only
the representative of the company j slightly to raw rock in the form of fine
claimed that he had had reports from floats could be benefited by BariumDay by day reports are received at the men who bought it that it had been Phosphate. Maine farmers are caution
Washington of the progress being very satisfactory and that practically ed to use Barium-Phosphate, if at all,
made in the West by the organizers everyone of them had bought increased only in an experimental way and not
on a commercial scale.
Gen. Leonard Wood’s candidacy quantities for 1919.
CHAS. D. WOODS,
lor the Republican presidential nomAt the jviareh 1919 meeting of the ;
Director.
fetation. The Wood boom growing j i)jrectors 0j the Northeastern
Ex- ,
apace and the Republican party lead-, perjment stations it was thought that ;
era are likely to wake up some fine tWg material should be given a tryWE ALWAYS CLIMB OUT
morning and discover that the Wood out by experiment stations in the
Last Spring we Americans were consentiment has grown into a force to
northeast part of the c o u n tr y .'Tl“ jaiderably disturbed over the prospect
be reckoned with.
plan of an experiment was outlined m
x,
While many Republicans in the which this so-called Barium-Phosphate |that our British friends were going to
Mast spend their time wondering who should be tried out against barium |smash with a soviet government. We
would make the best candidate for sulphide, calcium phosphate in the could see all the big labor organizathe*-grand old party, astute leaders form of floats, and acid phosphate.,
there getting together to govern
in the West already have made up All of the plots were to receive the j ^
ntwloi. mlMni.l t v Ml1o
But
H ___ _offino.
1
v
» ,
,
, . Ithe country under minority rule,
tfeeir minds and are getting behind , needed amounts of nitrogen and potash
General Wood with enthusiasm
to grow a good crop. It was decided j they didn’t
It seems certain now that Gen. that turnips which are good foragers j Similarly in the last few weeks the
Wood will draw first blood in the for phosphoric acid and in experiments j British brethren have been much expresidential primaries. The general have shown to do practically as well ercised over the possibility of America
is looked upon so much as a national on raw rock as on acidulated phosphate f reverting chaos or something equalcharacter people are likely to forget should be at least one of the crops. j iy disagreeable. The coal strike lookhe is also an extremely popular ‘’fa
The Maine Agricultural Experiment ed to them the end of freedom. But It
vorite son.” And it so happens that Station \selected for this experiment wasn’t.
ke is the favorite eon of the State
d" ' t Hlghra^’r Farm
Somehow common sense always
which holds the first of the presiden that had responded to phosphoric comes to the rescue of the English
tial
primaries—New
Hampshire—
acid. It was planned to grow turnips speaking peoples. They get in a ter
where delegates to the national con and potatoes for the crops. For some rible muss—and then climb out. There j
ventions will be chosen on March .6. reason, although twice planted, the always are enough level headed ones j
Senator Moses several months ago stand of potatoes was very un on hand to save the situation. It is j
announced that New Hampshire would satisfactory and uneven and no one of the results of a long tradition ;
elalm the honor of presenting Gen. results were obtained that have any of individual initiative and freedom, j
W ood’s name to the nominating con meaning from the crop of potatoes, j ■—n ■
■
vention.
Very decisive results were obtainedS Charter No 274>
Reserve Dlst. No. 1 i
Legionaries for Wood
from the turnip crop, The yield per
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
I
The most recent impetus to the acre was as follows:
Wood boom has been furnished by
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Barium-Phosphate
203 bushels
the first national gathering of the i Acid Phosphate 520 bushels
OF HOULTON
American Legion at Minneapolis. The
Barium Sulphide
219 bushels
legion has formally declared it would
IN THE STATE OF MAINE
Floats
525 bushels
keep out of politics, but delegates and
At
the
close of business on Nov. 17, 1919.
Check (where there was no phos- (
correspondents who attended the con
RESOURCES
phoric
acid)
234
bushels
j
vention, apd who have passed through
,
,
,
Loans and discounts,
It will be noted that where the i including rediscounts,
Washington on their way home, all
5335,822.
have reported that the undercurrents Barium-Phosphate was used practically j overdrafts, unsecured*5’822'25*
118.
the
same
yields
were
obtained
as
j
U.
s.
bonds
deposited
•f political talk and speculation flowed
50,000.00
In only one direction. Gen. Wood’s with barium sulphide where there was (Par value)
no phosphoric acid and in check plot ^uritiS ^w nS^pledname was on every lip.
It may seem strange to many per in which no phosphoric acid was used ged to secure postal
sons that a great body of men who at all. Also that equally good yields j vaTuefS deposits (par 5 000 00
j Wa.r Savings Certifiserved in the American army over were had from insoluble phosphate
*
*
I cates and T h r i f t
seas should favor a general who saw rock (floats) as from soluble phos- I Stamps actually owned 846.00
> S Government
se
ao active service in the theater of phoric acid (acid phosphate). In this Ucuritles
owned and
unpledged
108,108.50
163,954.50
test
floats
were
as
good
as
acid
war, a man who was denied the priv
Securities other than
phosphate
and
the
phosphoric
acid
U.
S
bonds
(not
in
ilege o f commanding a division or a
stocks) own
from apatite was not at all utilized cluding
corps in the field.
ed and unpledged 215,607,09
Total
bonds,
securi
The natural supposition would be by the turnips.
ties, etc., other than
U. S.
115,607.09
that the sentiment of the fighting men
The only other test that was made
Stock of Federal Re
would turn toward Gen. Pershing, or by the New England Stations in 1919 serve Bank (50% of
of subscription)
4,500.00
Gens. Liggett and Bullard, who held that has come to the writer’ s at Value
of banking
15,000.00
the high places in the American tention was made at Rhode Island in house
Equity in banking
-expeditionary forces, rather than to the greenhouse with lettuce.
The house
15.000.00
Furni ture and fixtures
150.0U
Ike general who was “ kept out of the relative yields were:
La w f u l
reserve with
Federal
Res
erve
Bank
Without Barium-Phosphate
100
35.252.64
war.”
Cash in vault and net
But the great American army which ; With Barium Phosphate
100 a mo u nt s due f rom
national banks
M, 164.16
feught against Germany was a civilian
With acid phosphate
238 Chec
ks on o t h e r b a nks
army, not a professional one.
The printed claims for Barium- in itie s a me city or
tmvn
as
reporti ng
Ninety-seven per cent of its per-; phosphate are not at all borne out in
bank
Bonnel, officers and men alike, came these two tests. The negative results Tot al o f i tems 13. 14,
15. 16. 17
89.710.95
direct from civil life, and owe no al here reported are few in number, but ( ’ berks
i in banks k ica t -ed nutside ci ty ni'
legiance to any member of the regu are striking in results. If a crop that
town of repm-t ing bank
lar army established—except Gen. i has not shown /itself dependent upon
and -it ber rash items
de mpt i o n fund wit It
W ood. He stood preeminently as the j soluble phosphoric acid could not Re
U. S. T r e as u r e r and
S. Trea-- sponsor and friend o f the citizen j utilize the phosphoric acid in apatite due f rom
ui-i-r
2,500.
soldier. He fathered
the officers’ j there is little reason to think that
Total
tvt;
623
reserve corps, the training camps and ;
I
.
LABI
LITIES
Ike whole system of an army reserve. :
Capita! s t ock paid it:
$ 50,000.an
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
Surnlus lurid
l t ll MHi il . lt :)
Not a 8oldier Candidate.
Cndi
vi
ded
profits
:
l l : " 111
Many Of the soldiers who served ! In the District Court of the United States Less current expenses,
for the Northern Division of the Disinterest, and
•verseas know what America’s state
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy
paid
5.3 74.i
o f unpreparedness meant to them.
Amount reserved
for
In the matter of
\
ail interest accrued
Gen. Wood stood for preparedness. He Brockton A. Currie
<'ircttlal ing mu es out
In Bankrupt!st.'i Ml! ills
even Incurred the displeasure of the
Bankrupt. |
Certified c h e c ks out feimlnlstration by his frank statements
s
tandi ng
To the creditors of said Brockton A.
on the subject.
Currie of Crystal in the county of Tot al of items ;:u,
•Gen. Wood is not being brought Aroostook and District aforsaid, bankIndividual d e p o s i t s
forward. however, as a soldier candi- ■ruptsubj ect to cheek
::! .,526 96
_
. . . .
.
Not i ce is hereby gi ven that on the 29th Postal s a vi ng s deposit >
3,2,87. 17
Gate. His enemies in the regular army |day of
of November,
Xovember> A
m the said ( u b ■u- time deposit s
A. D..
D.. i1919,
3 14,979.’. 1
fought his nomination as a major |Tilley Richardson was duly adjudicated Toal of ti me deposits
subj ect to Res erve 318,266.88
general after the Cuban war on the bankrupt and that the first meeting
of creditors will be held at the office of
T
o
tal
ground that he was not a soldier. Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on
$862,623.71
the
of Maine, County of Aroostook, ss.
They said he was a successful civil 20th day of December, A. 1>., 1919 at 10 State
I, R. F. Ward, Cashier of the above
o'clock
time named bank, do solemnly swear that the
administrator and that was all.
..
..in the...forenoon, at _which
.
the said creditors may attend, prove , above statement is true to the best of my
Gen. W ood’s friends say he has their claims, appoint a trustee, examine ; knowledge and belief.
R. F. WARD, Cashier.
fffoved since that time that he was a the bankrupt, and transact such other
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
business
as
may
properly
come
before
26th day of Nov., 1919.
eoldier as well as a civil administrator.
AARON A. PUTNAM, Notary Pubilc
Aa an executive, Gen. Wood had wide salt meeting.
Correct—Attest:
Dated at Houlton, November 29th, 1919.
W. P. MANSUR
experience as governor general of
C. H. PIERCE
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Gnba during the first American ocJAMES
C. MADIGAN
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Directors
enpation of that island.
His ad■Unistratlon in Cnba was compared to
Statement of the Condition of the
Hurt o f William Howard Taft in the
Philippines.
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK
Assignments a Boomerang.
HOULTON,
MAINE
Word comes from the West that the
September 8, 1919
W ar Department has been unwitting
E. L. Cleveland, President
L. O. Ludwig, Treasurer
ly adding tremendous strength to the
Simon Friedman, Vice-President
S. E. Davis Assistant Treasurer
movement for Gen. Wood as President.
TRUSTEES—James Archibald, E. L. Cleveland, Chas. E. Dunn, Simon
Secretary Baker has picked out Gen. i
Wood for about the toughest assign Friedman, Charles H. Fogg James H. Kidder, L. O. Ludwig Nathaniel
Tompkins.
ments which could possibly be devised
Organized February 13. 1872
-far a man suspected of political
LIABILITIES
amhltiomi. But instead of these assign
$1,625,160.77
ments killing off any hopes he may i Deposits
Reserve fund
82 050.00
-entertain as to the future, .they have i Undivided profits
39*463.32
found Gen. Wood emerging in each
Bills payable
56,100.00
femtance with colors flying.
$1,802,774.09

TAaa T H R U

GENERAL WOOD BOOM FOR
PRESIDENT GROWING

BARIUM-PHOSPHATE
AS A SOURCE OF
PHOSPHORIC ACID

RESOURCES
United States Bonds
Public funds of Maine
,
Public funds out of Maine
Railroads bonds of Maine
S x p c r liW t at Mighmoor Farm in 1919. Railroad bonds out of Maine
During the past three or four years 4 Corporation bonds of Maine
Corporation stock of Maine
ffcoro A m - bfen Introduced into New National bank stock of Maine
gfeglead. a raw phosphate under the
Other bank stock of Maine
a u M o f Barium-Phosphate. This is I^pans on mortgages of real estate
m m posed o f calcium phosphate
de- Loans on collateral
Loans to municipalities
v i m from apatite, and sulphide of Loans to corporations
barium. It to a mixture and not a Real estate Investment
Cash on deposit
cfeaialcil compound. In each ton there
Cash on hand
la about 1700 pounds of insoluble
phosphate and 300 pounds of
--a SO per cent barium sulphide. In
IBIS there was about 2000 tons of this

$132 600.00
82,828.06
16.831.00
158,548.75
285,737.00
175 015.86
31.090.00
14.500.00
3.000,00
741,257.17
32 391.18
13*.950.58
17,000.00
10,00

.. 87,576.60
10,437.89

Th anksgiving is Over
-and Now Christmas
- and we all know how speedily Christmas approaches.
This store is
more than ready to supply your needs. From the Greeting Cards you are
wont to include in your packages to the actual contents themselves—
this store has been preparing for your visit. Assurances of both quality
and desirability are especially desired in gifts and you find both here.
Prices are— satisfaction measured— modest. Early shoppers enjoy special
advantages.

D re s s N e w s
of Real Interest to the Woman
Who Plans to Choose a New
Frock at This Time
Seldom do we have the op
portunity to present a more
interesting or complete col
lection of Winter models than
are offered in this timely
showing.
Generously represent
ed are all the smartest
fabrics— tricotines,
ve
lours, crepe Georgettes,
jerseys, taffatas and sa
tins.

*

There are hosts of very
trim tailormades for shopping
or business wear, as well as
any number of more elaborate
styles for afternoons
or
“ dress up” occasions.

$25.00 and up

Joe Bernstein's Ladies Garment Store
Everything

in L a d i e s

We a r

Three Years of Test
on Every Kind of Road
Men famous for their success in the great automobile
industry, men experienced in the design and building of the
finest cars, are the men who conceived and developed and
are now manufacturing in large numbers the new Cleveland
Six. Their skill and sincerity are built into this car.
The Cleveland k
c ix, new to the
general public but tested for
nearly three years in the shops
and laboratory and on the road,
and built now in the most modem
of automobile plants, brings
power and comfort and beauty
of design at a price others have
not approached.

We want you to get acquainted
with the Cleveland Six. We
want you to know what a car it
is. We want you to realize, to
convince yourself, before you
order a new car, what unusual
value in power, comfort, beauty,
endurance and economy this car
offers.

Five Passenger Touring Car $1385
Three Passenger Roadster $1385
(F. O. B. Factory.)

CHANDLER MOTOR COMPANY OF MAINE
32 Preble Street, PO RTLA N D, M A IN E

CLEVELAND A UT OM OB IL E C O ., CLEVELAND,

OHIO

$1,802,774.09
FRANK L. PALMER.
Bank Commissioner

Special Offer to Newspaper Readers
Present Subscribers to Houlton Times may

Boston Daily Post

renew their subscription and secure the

Houlton Times, W eekly

Boston Post for $5.50

Special to New Subscribers $5.00

$.5.00
1.50

$6.50
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P A oa m m

A n Ideal Investm ent for A ro o sto o k
--------- ---------- County People-------------------Central Maine Power Company 7 per cent Cumula
tive Preferred Stock is a Maine investment for Maine
people.

It offers exceptional safety and a 6 1-2

per cent net yield...................................................................
For more than a decade, the preferred stock of the Central Maine Power Company has been
bought by the people living in Central Maine, chiefly by the customers of the Company.
During this time it has paid dividends absolutely without interuption— 52 consecutive dividends.
Today more people in Central Maine territory own our preferred stock than any other security
save Government Bonds.

Surely a company must be fair and right and its security sound and

stable to sell to the people who know it best.
These people continue to buy the stock.

They have bought more in the past six months than

during any corresponding period in Company history.

The time has come, however, to interest

the people of all Maine in this great home investment.
The Company finds itself on the verge of its Great Opportunity

The coal shortage and high prices for coal are sending
manufacturers to Maine.

This state is on

the

edge

of the

city and town tax.

(Ask your tax assessor if this

is likely

to

mean a saving as time passes).

greatest commercial and industrial growth it has ever known.
4 The Company and its subsidiaries own or control un
Already the demands of power have made necessary new devel
opments.

developed water power to the extent of over 60,000 horse power.
What this means to the future development of the company you

To finance the developments— to build new dams and
new power houses— to take advantage of the new prosperity

well recognize.

5 Its franchises are without limit of time.

— to be ready for the Great Opportunity— means that the Com
6 It is a Maine Company, organised and largely owned

pany must seek a widening market for its securities.

by Maine people— to a large and constantly increasing extent
All the money secured through the sale of preferred stock

by its customers and its employees.

These people buy because

goes into dividend-earning property of the most stable kind—

they feel confident, from their own first-hand information that

dams, power-houses, electrical machinery,

the security is safe and stable.

power

lines,

etc.

Your investment in Central Maine Power Company Preferred
has behind it property carried on the books at over $11,000,000

7 405 industrial and commercial organizations purchase
power from the Company, of which 112 are different KINDS of

but estimated to have a replacement value of more than $15,000,000 .
f

industries.

This diversity of the industries served is a great

protecton to the investment in times of industrial unrest.

Please note other good points of this stock:

8

1 The gross earnings of the Company have increased in
less than a score of years from $1,500 to over $1,220,000.

Through the past period of financial disturbances the

price of the stock has been maintained at $107.50 a share; due
to (a) the wide distribution of the stock in the hands of many
small investors (b) the unquestioned credit of the Company

2 . The stock is legeal investment for Maine Savings Banks

(c) the fact that it has shown a persistent regularity of earning
(d) the fact that the Company has

3 The stock is exempt by statute from all state, county,

paid

52

uninterrupted

dividends.

If a Maine investment of this sort appeals] to you as a safe and desirable place for your funds,
you can send an order direct.
6 1-2 per cent net.
information.

The price is*$1 0 7 .5 0 a share, the yield

If you wish, we shall be glad to send further

Just use the coupon.

Central M aine

Power C om pany

Augusta, Maine
I’lease send me full information about
Central Maine Power Company 7°/,
Preferred Stock as an investment for
Maine people

C en tra l M ain e P ow er Co.
A ugusta,

C O U P O N -

Maine

Name
Address
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MEW CABLE TO
SKIRT ALASKA

INDIAN TOOK 5

DC ZS

PASS P IT *

couimn; r is the upper ; wo-lhir !s of
CAL; IN PLAC ING
the ’ mk of a leather Iiemlet
As
EARat RO CDS
ONE
: ma. ’

T jcc.it!; I cat with a group i cl iA new submarine cable Is to be laid
between this country and Japan. It is time Pendletonians, and the tu!k driftan enterprise entirely novel in at least ed to the days when Pendleton, Ore.,
one respect, and will have several fea -' had but a few hundred inhabitants and
tores more than ordinarily picturesque, j was an eating station on the stage line
For one thing, it will traverse a re- Jfrom Umatilla to Boise. One of the
Sion of the ocean floor that has never group mentioned the opening of the

A p h y s ic ia n 's fa m o u s p re s c rip tio n fo r

. making pro’ ii'on t'i ■ : "r
,i \; -,v ( Li 1 present w-.a 1-preau
plane
is
a failure. And a:s for (lest endacthity ia every form of road build
ing, and since nearly all public roads ing to some flowery meadow and there
are laid out originally as earth roads, saying all the things he has been thinkthe Bureau of Public Roads of the ing up while in the air, I can only say
United States Department of Agri
personally (hat after two hours of
culture emphasizes the bearing that
Jthe location and design of dirt roads
*" aK stone,deaf, and Iwouldnt
have on
futurehighway improve- have
knownwhether hewas telling
ment. In locating and designing public me he adored me or was asking me if
roads the following considerations j wanje(| a drink of water.
should be borne in mind:
I was quite deaf for some time. We
Sharp curves should be avoided belanded
at an army aviation field because they are a menace to traffic.
I
The width should be ample for fore a lot of ground mechanics and
vehicles to pass each other without flyers, and if 1 expected that the
. . . . .
. .
leaving the traveled way.
removal of my goggles and discovery
!
a roa(j ever becomes of any conof my sex was going to make any
siderableimportance, its users probj ably will demand that all the steeper sensation I was disappointed. D’you

i n t e r n a l a n d e x t e r n a l u s e th a t has
p ro v ed a b le ssin g to h u m a n ity fo r o v e r
100 years.

been explored, and the “geography” of Indian reservation, which reminded
which is unknown. And, though cov Lee Moreouse of some of his earlyering a distance of 7000 miles, it will day experiences with the Indians.
be without a landing.
“ An Indian can take a whole lot
Twe cables already span the Pacific. more medicine than a white man,”
•me o f them extends from San Fran
said Maj. Morehouse. Dr. William C.
cisco to Honolulu and thence to Guam,
,
, ^
,
McKay
was the agency doctor when
where it divides, a branch going to
17
Manila and another to Japan—the I was Indian agent for the Umatillas.
Manila branch continuing on to the I used to put in a good deal of spare
Aaiatic continent. The other runs from time in his office studying medicine,
▼ictoria, B. C., to Christipas island,
“ He-yute-si-mil-iken was one of the j grades be reduced to the lowest think they ran up and shook me by
and thence by way of Fiji to New Zea most trustworthy of the Indians, so i maximum that would conform to the the hand and observed that 1 was a
land and Australia. Thus the two
general topography of the region which brave woman?
appointed him Indian policeman. H e itne
'.
. traverses
rn.
..
cross.
roaa
traverses.
they .did
not., .A man in overalls
The new cable will start from San was a fine, stalwart fellow, hard as I Let the road planners remember ; ca;ne up and , gathered by lip roading
Francisco, run northward to southern nails and vary faithful.
Hg
was j that aside from the advantage to
his gestures that wo weren't
Alaska, skirt the Aleutian chain and suhject to severe headaches, and Dr. traffic of a short route, each mile of wan^ed where we were and to move
follow the shores of Asia southward to McKay used to give him a drug that additional road involves a consideron down the field and park somewhere
Yokohama, winding up in the bay of gave him temporary relief. One day able extra yearly expense for main- ejge No newspaper men, no excite-j
Tokio.
he came in with a splitting headache tenance, and this alone may warrant jnien^( no cameras. Was this thing to j
Why the "circumbendibus” ? What and asked for Dr. McKay.
the extra expense of shortening t h e ;be lost to tbe worid ?
la the matter with going straight
Dr. McKay happened to be gone, so j route when the road is constructed,
across, following the parellel of 38 I decided I would see what I could do provided that the decrease in disporth latitude, close to which both San to help him out. Antipyrine had just Itance does not materially increase
Francisco and Tokio lie? The answer come on the market. I looked up the the steepness of the grades.
is that the map is deceptive. If you dispensary for 1883 to see how much
Land lines should be regarded only
will look at a geographical globe, you
When arid-distressed, relieve the
of a dose I should give, but it was not in so far as this may be done withwill see that the shortest line between listed. I had heard that it was good for , ou^ decreasing the usefulness of the
indigestion with
San Wancisco and Tokio is the very headache, so I decided to guess as to j road or increasing its ultimate cost,
rente contemplated tor the cable.
the size of the dose I should admin-1 The pleasing features of the route
About the middle of the sixteenth |ister. The Indian took the medicine, j should not be overlooked. Remember
century there lived a clever Dutch j “A rather peculiar look came over j that a large part of the travel on
Dissolve easily on to n g u e —as
geographer named Kramer, who hit j his face and he sat down in the chair, j most country roads is for pleasure.
pleasant to take as candy. Keep

Jo h n so n ’s
Anodyne
L in im e n t
A wonderfully soothing, healing and penetrating
anodyne for Coughs, ('olds, Grippe, Sore Throat,
Chills, Cramps, Sprains, Strains, Cuts. Burns, Bruises,
and many other internal and external ills. There is
none “ just as good ” as this ever reliable old family
remedy with over a century of sueeess to its credit.

RIGLEYS

Help Your Digestion
Ki-MOIDS

5

a package
before tbe war

your stomach sweet, try Ki-moids
Avoid the necessity for subsequent
• »°n the “ ®» of
* or'd fla‘ ! The "sweat ~ began" running" down hi,
on a map, by the simple device of face in a perfect stream. Pretty soon , changes in location. Such changes
MADE BY 8COTT Sc BOWNE
drawing all the meridians o f longitude his head fell forward, his body relaxed ! nearly always work hardship on
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
19-5a
(which, of course, meet at the poles) and, in spite of my shaking him vio- some of those who have built homes
as if they were parallel. At that lently, he remained unconscious. I ! along the original highway,
period the trade fleets of he Nether
saw I had a dead Indian on my hands.
--------------------lands floated on every sea. The new
so 1 began framing up an excuse to
kind o f map was designed for the
give to Dr. McKay when he returned. SPOONING IN
I A sh Your D ealer
convenience of navigators, especially
Presently I heard a noise and I saw
AIRPLANES? NIX!
merchant seamen, and Kramer took for
He-yute-si-mil-iken staggering to his
\ ^ e n jjn ^ ° a
The most fatal thing of all at the
himself the pseudonym of Mercatorius,
feet. He threw his long black hair present time to the popularity of flying
from the Latin word for merchant.
over his shoulders, and turning to me,
Grand Prize_____
says Alary Roberts Rinehart, is its
Hence the term "Mercator projection"
said: ‘Headache gone.’ And he walked
applied to charts of this pattern.
Firearms
6Ammunition
unsociability.
The
pilot
may
have
the
though not' very steadily, out of the
A map of his sort distorts geography
for
Catalogue
profile
of
a
Greek
god,
but
if
every
office.
horribly. It makes Greenland bigger
“ About a week later he was back , time lie turns it to speak it is necesthan South America, though the latter
with another severe headache. Dr. ; sary (() shut off th(, ,.ngim>. and one's
is in reality six times the size of Green
McKay started to fix up his regular
, .
,
. . ..... .. ,
,
, ,
heart stops too. it is difficult to think
land. You are led to Imagine that the ,
headache medicine, but the Indian
shortest path from New York to shook his head and said he wanted ot a
response. And mostl\ In
Madrid (which are in the same com e hi-hi medicine. Dr, McKay asked does not turn it. All one lias for
latitude) is directly east, but in reality
‘Who gave you the hi-hi medicine?’ He ; ..........
..
i
m ■
it curves far to the north.
pointed to me. Dr. McKay turned to
It seems altogether likely that Amer
! me and asked, ‘What did you give him, P n e u m o n i a
ica waB originally populated by
o fte n fo llo w s a
|major?’ I said. ‘Antipyrine.’ How
Asiatics who journeyed in boats :
imuch?’ asked Dr. McKay.
‘Thirty Neglected Cold
through bays and sounds along the
! grains,’ I responded ‘and it sure cured
coast of Asia (a sort of “ inside
KILL THE COLD!
j his headache.’ Dr. McKay gave me a
passage” ) and thence by way of the
: startled look and said, ‘I should say
HILL’S
Aleutian chain and a similar inside
lit would! It would either cure him or
passage along the shores of Alaska
kill him! Six grains is a dose. You
fa
aud British Columbia southward. It
|gave him five times too much. He
k
‘<
was the easiest way to make the trip :
must have a constitution like an ox or
H
and the shortest route.
I1you would have killed him.’
BtlO MlDt
Now the new cable is to follow the
"Indians have peculiar ideas; and
T±
Standard cold remedy for 20 years
same route, though not so close to |
because we cannot think like an Indian
—in tablet form—safe, sure, no
shore. It will make no landing because
pia.es—breaks up a cold in 24
we often misjudge him. Twenty-lvo
hours—relieves grip in 3 days.
none is necessary. Submarine ca b le ;
Money back if it fails. The
years or more ago Ed Alarshall was
can be made nowadays in much •
genuine box bas a Red
driving some stock across the Umatilla
top wi t h Mr. Hill’a
greater lengths than formerly, and
picture.
reservation. Ed had recently paid $25
when one ship has used up its cargo
At A It Drug Storts
for a fine Colt revolver, of which he
o f wire another will meet it, make a
was very proud. He lost it near Kash i
splice and continue on.
Kash’s place—or to give Kash-Kash’s ‘GETS-IT’ PEELS YOUR
Before this can be undertaken, howIndian name. Spotted Bird. Ed took
over, a careful survey must be made
CORNS RIGHT OFF
Kash-Kash to hunt for it, and said he
o f the entire route. The cable will
would give him $5 reward if he found T w o D ro p s W i l l Do it W i t h o u t F u s s or
paps through a submarine region that
it. Kash-Kash put in three days l o o k - j
Trou ble.
N e v e r F a il s
is as yat unexplored. Nobody knows . . . .
.
T h e r e ' s only one w a y to Ret rid of a
.
.
..
.
.
. , *v ~>ing for the revolver, but without sue corn,
and that is to peel it off as you
how deep the water is, or what is the :
cess.
j woul d a b a na n a skin. Th e r e is onl y one
character of the sea floor. The con
«<a
i
vt
corn r e m o v e r in all the world that does
A few weeks later he found it,. Mar-1 ^ that way, and that is “ G o t s - i t . ” it is
firmation o f the latter must he studied.;
shall heard Kash-Kash had found it j b e c a u s e o f this f act that " G e t s - i t " is to. . . .
,
,
, d a y the b i gges t seller a m o n g t o r n - reThere may be drowned mountains; ,
and meeting him produced the $5 and j
miles high, around which it is
demanded the gun. Kash-Kash took
necessary to pass.
the $5, but refused to give up the gun.
When the route for our cable to the
He said: ‘You hired me to look for it
Philippines was being laid out, the pre
for three days and promised-me $5. I
liminary survey disclosed the fact that
spent three days looking for it and
a particularly gigantic drowned moun-1
earned the $5. You have paid me, so
tain rose from the sea floor to a height i
now we are square.’ ‘Give me the gun,’
of 2% miles far out in the ocean—570 |
Ed said. ‘I have paid you the reward
miles west o f thq California coast. The
I promised.’ Kash-Kash still refused
presence of his obstacle would never
and said: ‘I didn’t find the gun on your
have been discovered save by sound
_ .
. 14
.
__ .
. .. „
.. . . . .
time, I found it on my own time. If 1
tigs, inasmuch as half a mile in depth
.
,
1L t
.
.
t*
had found it during thethreedays you
•f water flows over it. Doubtless it is •T)Qin tYtQ T
, n ,nimi ^
T
A
t»
it then
tVirvr» it
it iirrvn
Ll ,l
paid me to hunt for it,
would
an •extinct volcano. Of course, the
have been yours; but you were not There’s No Coro “GeU-lt” Will Not 'Get.*
cable had to be laid SO as to avoid it. ; ---- ,— —
. . . . . . . .
! movers on this planet. It means the end
The floor of the Pacific haa a normal; payl" t! me "hen I found it. Knsh- ,,)f
For luu-.i w n «. *.rt
i e e « ( « little lee. than three miles. Ktt8h- • " * “ * ‘ ° the In(,iani « “ «<-"*• i
Z."1,'!, " " S i
Ed ; si quick, certain finish, " d . - t s - l t " is appliIt is a vast level plain paved with an was entitled to the gun, but
Marshall couldn’t see it that wav. Ed ■‘,ft! !/'
r, ,’r ;!
-U* do
\(,aas'" 's 'I
is l>
■> mo p s . As easy to
i gni ng
“ ooze” composed of fine detritus
knew thatKash-Kash
was very Your name*. It doc s a w a y f orever With
brought by rivers from land into the
H.'.oli-' bring-*
ocean, mixed with minute shells of lit religious, so he threatened to have Idi g gi - r s ^S ^^
the matter
brought upbefore then " “
Base your corn-pains, be
cnrn-trft* at last.
tle animals called “ foraminifera,” i
church. Kash-Kash handed him the
“ (Jcts-it,” tin* only si
y MM r : i n t e e<
wich live in countless numbers near !
en. - tS 1111 f
gun and said: ‘All white men are
M
I'd lie Ithe surface of the sea. Dying, they de-1
III.
crooked. I see von are
i^ ‘ "'ronce »v <’<>..
arca awhite
scend in a continuous and gentle rain
Sold in l l o n l t on a n d t
> i HD -t id e d
a
man.’” -Fred Lockley in the O r e g o n the wor l d’s best cor:, i cni edv b\
to the bottom. It is of their shells
French
Ar
Son,
Leighton
A
‘
I
Journal.
Mu n r o e ’ s West Fnd Mine Store.
that all the chalk beds of the world j
are largely made up.
This ooze Is excellently adapted for |
prolonging the life of a cable, being al- j
BKMt free from substances calculated
to Injpre the sheathing. In fact, it
An Old Family
FOR EMERGENCIES
protects the cable, which quickly be
Doctor's Favorite
Am! i! goes through this silk, not
comes embodied In it.
Prescription
BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL
When the survey has been finished,
just once- hut thirteen times.
a “ relief model” will be made rep-1
Relieves Colic, or Cramps. Good for
resenting the entire route to be j
Insect Bites.
Nothing better for
It just can't help being clean and
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, etc.
traversed, and showing depths and j
An
all
around
remedy.
Sold
Every
'regularities of bottom.
Then the
pure and tine.
where. No poisons or opiates
ctual task of laying the new cable j
’flu .be begun.
!
I s no wonder that bread made with

5

c a package
during tbe war

5

c a package

NOW

THE FLAVOR LASTS

SO DOES THE PRICE!

CASCARAg^QUININ

n

i

Just cause
</Sr

Thanksgiving

Over 21,000 little holes or meshes

to the square inch—so fine is the

silk through which we sift every
pound of

ii

TAKE

G.YCERINE MIXTURE
PREVENTS APPENDICITIS
Shaple glycerine, buckthorn bark,
•t*-*aa mixed In Adler-l-ka, removes
all HU, accumulated poisonous mat
ter fim BOTH upper and lower bowel
and teverits appendicitis.
Relieves
ANY ASE,ga8 on stomach or consti
pation. The INSTANT pleasant ac- j
A * oiAdled-i-ka surprises both doc
tors am patients. A business man relerta g%t benefit In a long standing
case o f digestion and sour stomach.
• . F . lYich 4k Son, druggists.

A

BO TTLE

TO

William Tell
Flour

CAM P

WILLIAM

At a Glance You Will Be Able to Distinguish
the Dikerence Between Our Method of Pressing
Clothes and the “Old Time Methods
Used by Others’*
T IS EASY ENOUGH We give your clothes the natural
TO LEARN
body shape, better creases and a
THE DIFFERENCE
thoroughly uniform finish.
Cleaning
Repairing

TKLL

Flour

tastes

good, looks so nice and white

so
and

cuts to such a •fine, clean slice.

Hetf er /rfl (/our (l r o v er tod a //—William
II costs in) more (o use the best

TH E

DRYSDALE

PRESS

SHOP

Opp. Snell House, Houlton

Tell

•vy.iviui«f\

I* I3T

Is Sc Id Like Slave to Highest Bidder. to widen the field of company owner
classified
ads
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
Like a slave in the market place, ship.
CLASSI FI ED ADS
It is a mystery photoplay of absorb
I’ lease notice also the tax exemption You get quick returns from OSGOODS See Osgood’s complete stock of solid
sold to the highest
bidder, Alary
ing interest that the Dream is offer
l our Alan Jewelry Repair Shop
Shop.
gold rings.
Hundreds of
of styles.
Furnished rooms to let at 11 Kelleran
MacNeill, heroine of ‘ The Woman feature.
mgs. Hundreds
ing in “ The Mystery of the Yellow
street. Tel. 223-W
249p
The
law
provides
that
securities
Thou Gavest Me" by Hall Caine,
For Rent—Two connecting furnished Tie makers wanted at once. Apply
Room.”
Capable
girl
for
general
rooms at SI Military street. Apply
passes through the most terrible ex must be returned for taxation, just the
to Jus. S. Peabody, Bangor street.
housework.
Gaston Leroux's story has been
to Airs. H. E. Thomas.
Apply I\ TIMES office.
periences that could fall to the lot of same as real estate. Each session of
47tf
ven the benefit of Emil Chautard's
a woman. Yet she finally overcomes the Legislature . has new legislation Capable girl wanted for general house
All Coats to be closed out this week Call n Jackins & Jackins if anything
skillful direction, and the players,
them and wins a measure of happi- ottered, providing for the taxation of
work. Airs. G. R. Ervin. 12 Highland
wanted in Real Estate.
at Nora Taber's, Highland Ave. at
several of them strangers to at least
Ave.
149
intangible property. The assessors of
cut-prices.
ness.
149
one reviewer, contribute without ex
Watch Osgood's window for the latest
This wonderful story, with a few Maine, at their January meeting, will Two expert engravers at Osgood’s. All Buy
things in Jewelry.
ception quite noteworthy characteriza
Ladies Bracelet Watches of
necessary modifications, has been take up especially the question of the
goods sold by us engraved free of
Osgood. Large Stock and the lowest
tions.
Wanted— A capable housekeeper in a
charge. No custom engraving accept
made into a motion picture that i s 1taxation of intangible property,
prices in town.
family of 2. Apply to TIMES office.
ed during December.
It is rather odd to see the word said to be one of the most powerful
Why?
Capable Girl for General Housework
■“characterization" used in describing ever atempted, presented with a vir-1 Because the cost of running town,
Gift buyers at Osgood’s Little Store
in a family of two. Apply to
of that Dry Sheathing paper for
with the big stock are money-savers.
the acting of a detective story on
Jtually all-star cast, directed by Hugh |county and state governments is Some
TIMES
office.
sheathing up on INSIDE places, at
screen, it appears to be t e almost^ p or(j
presented at the Dream ] rising. Additional money must be
less than half price at the TIMES
Fcr Sale— A second hand Glenwood Houlton Flour and F e e d ' tfitts (The
invariable rule of film players to let Theatre next Friday.
office.
provided. The logical way is through
old Merritt mills.
Tetepboae 470
range, fitted to burn coal, in good
such stories tell themselves. But there
W. EL Carr, Prep.
the taxation of intangible property.
condition.
Apply
to
J.
H!
Curtis,
CARD OF THANKS
is none o f the “let’s get this over as
Green street.
It behooves every wise investor,
We wish to thank our neighbors and . --------------------------------------------------------- Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
HOULTON WOMANS CLUB
quickly as possible" attitude discerntherefore, to provide himself with a friends for the kindness during the I House for rent—Six room house with
be exchanged ftt the TIM IDS eftce
The Club will observe Philanthropic
able in the cast of “ The Mystery of
for any machine.
reasonable number of securities which !death of our father.
j
bath, furnace and modern conthe Yellow Room." The story, too, is Day on Monday, Dec. 8th, and the are
reubonuuic
v
Mrs. Henry Ivey j veniences. Inquire of Frank Smcock
exempt from taxation.
Osgoods is the only shop in Aroostook
George McKay
consiserably above the scenario of the Jmeeting will be a Sewing Bee. held I Central Alaine Power Company
149p
employing four expert workmen
at the Red Cross rooms. Miss Powers,
average mystery photoplay.
and they are busy day and evening.
j Preferred has not only this desirable
NOTICE
ANNUAL
MEETING
Lost—On
the
street,
2
pairs
children’s
To give a detailed descripption of the new Social Service Worker of j quality but also the many strong
The annual meeting of the stock- i
„ Rewarrt fo>'
Lost somewhere in Market 8q. pocket'
the plot would be betraying the Southern Aroostook Chapter, will Ifeatures outlined in the circular.
holders of the First National Bank, | 11 1JS'i5 omcebook containing a sum o f money and
Y„ , ,
A „
..
. .. for the election of Directors and the o llv,
______ . - __ ~
purpose o f Mr. Chautard, for he has speak.
an order. Reward fo r ' return to
If
this
sort
of
a
conservative,
solid,
.
transaction
of
such
other
business
as
!
pens
a*
0#®°°d
»
a"*
0«*
Every Club member is asked to
TIMES office.
140p
succeeded in holding the spectator’s
Free Repair service on same, Free
promptly at 2.30 P. M., and well-protected, tax-exempt, State-of j niay legally be brought before them,
ink,
too.
Interest until the final scene, and that ,come
.
\ .
.
‘
”
,
i Maine investment appeals to you, you j will be held at the Banking room on !
A snow storm in Flordia or a disatisfi
Tuesday. Jan. 13 a t -10 o ’clock A. M j y,
is In the nature of a surprise. The bring things to make, and sewing |„an_ |f ym, wi!ll)_ send your
ed customer at Osgoods Is a rariety.
Young
ladies,
R.
C.
I.
pupils,
desire
R. F. WARD Cashier
sory starts with an attempted murder utensils.
1direct.
work after school, and Saturdays. Wanted Woman, Cook’s Assistant and
Houlton, Me. Dec. 1. 1919’.
A collection for the Belgian Babies
and he escape of the crimminal and
Apply to Miss Thompson. Tel. 420.
second girl at Aroostook Hospital.
349
Christmas
Fund
will
be
taken
at
this
.•thenceforward conserns itself with the
249p
Good home for right party.
At
Making Time.
Aroostook Hospital.
43tf
attempt to catch him and bring him j meeting,
Have
your
engraving
done
at
Osgoods.
“What was he pinched for?"
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
t o Justice.
--------------------Two engravers at your service.
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
“ His father let him use the auto for
Farm of Two hundred Acres, Fifty
Newspaper may be left at the
Lorto Raker, a pocket-size gentleman A MAINE INVESTMENT
an hour.”
Acres in field and Tillage, Fifty Acres New waists, novelties for Xmas, all
TIMES Office, where the lowest
» tth a remarkable reeemblance to;
u iiu r prn p i C
in Pasture and One hundred in Wood
hats marked down. Mrs. M. A.
“ W ell?”
price can be obtainedf in e s t Trnex, plays the role of a
rU K MAINE rfcU rL fc
Randall, Bridgewater, Maine.
“ He tried to ride an hour in fifteen and Timber, in Solon, Me. Large
Buildings,
Good
House
and
Barn
and
j
newspaper reporter who solves . the ■ T<> the people of Aroostook County ' mjnutes
348 Why pay the long price for bracelet
Wood shed. Good Potato and Live I - „
.
,
. .
watches when Osgood has such a
mystery. Mr. Raker is not only a !is now to be offered a hydro-electric!____
Stock Farm well watered. Price $3500!For Sa'e— A second hand coal stove
large stock apd such low prices.
young man o f talent, he has a ! preferred stock which has heretofore
in good condition. Apply to
half down, easy Payments
Lena Ross. Kelleran street.
Address, Oliver H. French, Lock
personality that Is caught by camera (been sold chiefly in the territory served
A valued subscriber says ’‘Every
Box No. 10 Athens. Me.
1039p
time that I have used these columns
lens With considerable effectiveness. •and to customers of the Company
for selling articles, they have been
Others In the cast who deserve special; which issues the stock,
Nice warm comfortable rooms to let,
successful.” Try them.
mention for their work are Edmund . The Company is the Central Alaine Buys up-to-date modern home in first
only a step from the post Office.
Apply to C. G. Lunt, Mechanic St. We will call and get your storage bat
Xtton. George Cowl, Ethel Grey Terry Power Company.
class condition. 6 rooms and shod, hard
or at TIMES office.
tery any place in town and take care
and W. H, Burton. It is quite likely
The security is its preferred stock,
wood floors, bath, electric lights, good
o f it during the winter.
Houttoa
that Mr. Adams will have to keep “The which sells at $107.50 a share and nets
Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
Battery Service. Tel. 524.
furnace,
fine
cellar,
large
parcel
of
as
well
as
Carbon
Paper
made
by
Mystery o f the Yellow Room” at the 6 ^ 9 ;.
Webster—There’s none better. Cah Merchants and Professional mon do sot
Dream for an extended run in order
Important new developments w ill: land, 3 minues walk to Alarket Square
or send to TIMES Office.
have to buy coupoa books for type
to accommodate all of those who will hav<? to
financed soon to provide ) Easy terms if desired only $2S0U
!N u U i
writer ribbons. Boy your ribbons at
the additional power demanded by the
want to see it.
Wanted— By young lady, high school
the TIMES office as yoa need them.
new industries that are moving to
NOW open and ready foi- YOU. A
graduate, a position as clerk in store
Grsat Hall Caine Novel on Screen
or assistant in post office. Address IPiano lessons, Experienced Teacher.
business training secured here is the
Maine. This gives us an opportunity
C. M., Bridgewater, Maine.
first big step toward success. Others
In securing the rights to produce
Hour lesson at students domicile
W '
■ .. —
_____
have found it so—so will you. Write
$1.00. Address communications to D.
348
•'The Woman Thou Gavest Me” for
today and have your seat reserved.
L. Richards. Pianist Temple Theatre
WORN NERVES
the screen, one of the most notable
Everything for the Violinist:
Old j
249p
novels o f the past decade, was thus
Nervous troubles, with backache,
Violins. New Violins, Violins fo r'
Houlton,
Maine
( bildren, Bows strings and Cases as { Dont buy Christmas Jewelry Gifts
made available for photoplaygoers by dizzy spelis. queer pains and irregular
well as Repairing. O. W. Wilson. I until you have seen Osgoods large
the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-, kidneys, give reason to suspect kidney
Tel. 348-W
! assortment of UP-TO-the Minute
tion, and it has been released as a weakness and to try the remedy that
Goods.
For Sale at a Bargain—One 8 foot
Paramount-Artcraft special.
^ a s helped your neighbors.
Silent Salesman counter show case. For Sale—A full blooded new milch
“The Woman Thou Gavest M e."1
Jersey cow, also a .Jersey heifer calf
One 8 ft. Wall case quartered oak
comes to the Dream theatre soon. It
Mrs. Jane Faulkner. 151 Military
two months old. For particulars
with sliding doors, and drawers in
le v
is an Important contribution to scTeen St.. Houlton. says: “When I first used
bottom. One 8ft. counter show case. ] apply to Lewis H. Porter. Phone
*
.
at
the
249p
One Case 26 inches square and 3 • 2b M 2 .
literature. Hall caine, one of the most Doan’s Kidney Pills, I was in pretty
ft. high. One 17x19 12 inches high,
widely read novelists of the world, bad shape from kidney complaint. I
also 2 '('ounters. Apply to Bat- Wanted— Female Help for housework,
has a high place in the
foremost had a steady, dull, grinding pain on
Harbor Sea Food Co.. Cor. Main 1 ward work and laundry work. Full
AND
DEER
maintainance, comfortable quarters.
circles o f the writer’s guild.
each side of my kidneys and there
street and Broadway.
S K IN S
WANTED
We buy them and pay top j ui ces
Address Hartford Hospital. Hartford
The screen version issomewhatj were
other distressing kidney disBri ng us your collection.
Conn.
446p
Trade
“ f ac e to fin
modified but retains the most interest orders. I was very nervous and
and get your mo n e v
on the
lug features and is withal a production irritable and the least little thing up
Watson Hall is available for suppers*
HOULTON
h id e
& W OOL co.
entertainments,
etc.
for
those
Pork Steak 33c per lb.
declared to be absolutely one of the set me. As soon as I began using
24 K e n d a l l S t. , H o u l t o n , M a i n e
desiring conveniences of
every
Doan’s Kidney Pills' which I procured
Pork Chops 28c per 11).
most compelling ever Aliped.
description. Apply to Rev. H. Scott
No. 197 Farm of 160 to 175 acres
Corn Beef 15c per lb.
at O. F. French & Son's Drug Store, I
Smith. Tel. 217-12
446
Laughter and Thrills *in Big
100 cleared. This is a good farm; 10
got relief. Since then. ■ ’nave used
Sirloin Steak 4(ic per lb.
Griffith Drama.
room house, well finished, cellar un- j Public stenography and bookkeeping
them occasionally and thev keep mv
Hump Steak 4<>c per lb.
FARM FOR SALE
Tragedy and lim itation, laughter k|(jnevs in fine shape.
der house for 700 barrels potatoes,
done by Alda Greeley, formerly
Pork Roast 27c per lb.
10i> acre farm lVs miles front B. &
and thrills, with realism that reaches
Commercial Instructor at Beals
wood
shed
20x30.
hen
house
18x20.
Roast Beef 25c per lb.
A. Station Houlton, under the very
Business College, Bangor. Room 4
almost to the breaking point, are the
Price tide, at all dealers.
Don't
barn
40x70
buildings
are
in
good
condi
best
cultivation
free
from
rocks:
cut
Roast Chuck 20c per 11).
Frisbie Block or telephone 14SW
75 tons of hay: raised 1000 bushels tion: orchard of 100 trees all grafted
aalient features of D. W. Griffith’s simply ask for a kidney remedy get
Pot Roast 20e per 11).
44tf
oats; 1500 bbl. potatoes this year.
poignant drama, “ The Mother and the Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that
fruit,
lots
of
pulp
and
cedar
ties,
■
Boiling Beef ISc per lb.
Good well in yard 14S feet deep;
Law,” to be seen here at the Dream Mrs. Faulkner had. Foster-Milburn
Stew Beef 15c per lb
'-mm11 house; barn 40x90 feet with two plenty of wood for home use. 5 miles Is there a silent piano in the home?
I have a player which will fit any
Theatre, In the near future.
Co.. Mt'grs. Buffalo. N. Y.
sheds 40x20; horse stable; all kinds to market and on good road. $12,000.
Sausages 2<tc per lb.
piano, with a large number of
Self-styled “ upllfters” and other soof
farming
tools:
manure
spreader.
No. 19S Farm of 74 acres, 65 acres
Pig Head 7c per lb.
selected records, which I will sell at
Reaper and Binder, two Mowing 111a cleared good potato land. 30 acres
called charity wbrkers, come in for
a sacrifice. Apply to Dr. C. H.
Boiling
Pork
22c
per
lit.
chines, two Horse Rakes, two Sulky
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Williams. 271-W
’ scathing denunciation in this latest
Plows, two Wheel Cultivators, two plowed, pasture for 7 head of cattle. S
Fl
ying
Pork
2
ic per lb
Whereas Frank H. Murphy of Fort
o f the Griffith, plays, and existing
Spade
Plows,
two
Horse
Hoes,
two
room
house.
2
barns,
buildings
in
fair
Pig Hocks 7c per lb.
Wanted— Intelligent white women to
social conditions receive a goodly Fairfield, in the County cf Aroostook
Hand Plows, Hoover Digger, Robbins shape. 7 miles to Houlton. $6500.
Inver B'c per lb.
and State of Maine, by his mortgage
care for nervous and mental case*.
Planter and Seeder for grain and seed
share of attention at the hands of this deed dated Marrh 6, 1912, recorded in
Beginning salary $30.00 per month.
No. *144 House on Elm Street. 8
Por Saturday, Dec. 6th only orders also three Disk Harrows and four
master dramatist-producer. One mar Aroostook Registry of Deeds, Volume (al<en
Also laundry attendants beginning
any time, but will not
be Spring Tooth Harrows. Anyone look rooms, bath electric lights and furnace
at $25.00 and advancing to $30.09
vels at the technique of Mr. Griffith, 259.Page 280. conveyed to me. tin delivered until Saturday.
ing for a good farm handy town with large lot. House in good shape and
the second month. Full maintenance
so wonderfully revealed in “ The Birth undesigned, certain real estate situate
a good mrket this is your chance good location. $4600.
including
laundry. Increases with
.
mr
..
In said Fort Fairfield being a portion
About 50 acres ready for potatoes and
o f a Nat.on. Hearts of the World 0f the .south half of lot numbered
time service. Training School for
grain m\\t year. Telephone or write,
and “ The Fall of Babylon.”
His sixteen (16) according to Gardner s
Nurses maintained. Write or call at
(’has. H. Berry, Houlton. Maine. Price
The Connecticut State Hospital.
ability to sustain the interest in his survey of the west half of Plymouth
Houton, Maine
$12,000 including all the above named
Proprietor
Middletown, Connecticut.
447
machinery.
stories until he final climax proves Grant township north of the Aroostook
TO
------------River, reference to said mortgage
the dynamic power of the man who deed or to the record thereof being
conceives and carries out the plots hereby expressly had for a more
particular description of said premises
and counter-plots of his works.
and whereas the condition of said
Bennee Wring* Pearls Out of Woman’s mortgage has been broken, now there
fore by reason of the breach of the
Hair.
of
condition thereof, I claim a fore
A woman's coiffure proves the hid closure of said mortgage.
ing place of a costly string of pearls
Dated at Fort Fairfield. .Maine>
I lie I- a ini I \ liemed y
1n Mae Marsh’s latest Goldwyn Pic November 25, 1919.
•>r e x ic m a i <>r nternal use.
HERBERT
W.
TRAFTON.
One 1rial will eoiivnu-o v<m
ture, “ Money Mad,” by Lois Zellner,
By his Attorney.
which comes to the Dream Theatre
35 cents a Bottle
M. I*. Roberts.
Union Made, Sweet and Satisfactory Smoke. Seven Cents and
Wednesday.
319

AT THE DREAM

$2,800

# ■ )/ ,

Fox Bros. Co.

B ig S a le

HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE

OF

Beef and Pork

RdW F u r s '

Heat

S at., D ec. 6 , O nly

REALESTATEFORSALEFARMS
AND VILLAGE PROPERTY

T . V . Holdaway

JACKINS & JACKINS

|Standard Liniment

A BUSINESS TRIP

is not complete unless you take plenty
B F A

C IG A R S

with you

Hatheway

Maxell Bros.

Company

OAKLAND AND

Autom obile Owners
STUDEBAKER ATTEN TIO N !
B efore putting your Car away for the

19 20 Models

Oakland Light Six

winter ha ve your tires put in good shape for
next, season. Our reliners add from 2,500 to
5,000 m ore miles to your tire. Prices rea
sonable See my 1 ebuilt tire proposition besore throwing that old tire away

A Roomy Five Passenger Six with 112 inch wheel base and a
highly developed 44-horse power motor

H oulton Steam V ulcanizing C o.

Are X o w on Exhibition at Our Show rooms

TINKER
'

Five and Two Passenger $1220
Four Passenger Coupe $1750
Five Passenger Sedan $1850

--------- AND----------

U S FAMOUS SINGING ORCHESTRA

Studebaker Sixes
Light Six Five Passenger $1850
Big Six Seven Passenger $2325
All prices f. o. b. Houlton

SAT. EVENING, DECEMBER 6
; Concert 7 to 8
t)ancing 8 to 12
9 0 Cents per Couple

At AU Dealers

The New

,Phone 610-M

LOOK WHITS COMING!

Well Worth It.

“ The Rexall Store”

NOWIS THE TIME
To have your car put in shap^ f or next
season. We do the work ourselves, Hav
ing a man with 12 years expxrienee quali
fies him t,o do first class work on any kind ot
a car. Come in and t*lk with him. We give
^ervice and sixty minutes work for an hour

Drug

Distributors for Southern Aroostook

CATES’ NEW GARAGE
Houlton, ’Maine

J. W. Skein

Chiropractic
The Science tin t goe$ direct- *
ly to the root o f disease and

R EM O VES

Hand & Harrington
Mechanic Street

Phone 361 M

TH E

C A U SE

Explanatory literature o n
request.
Consultation Free
F. G. VOSE, D. C., - CHIROPRACTOR .
Suite 8-9 Masonic Blocjk Houltoi

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1910

F L O C A L INTEREST

PAGE SBTflN

'MY SOLDIER GIRL TUNEFUL evening and Mr. Churchill is to he
( ongratulated upon bringing to our
MUSICAL COMEDY PLEASES town an organization of ^ u <•h

The presentation of Le Comte and character.
I ^ esbers i«usicul comedy entitled “My

AT THE

TEMPLE

Larry Carroll left Monday on a trip
Mrs. Margaret French left last week j Soldier Girl at the Temple Theatre
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
to Boston and other places.
for Portland, where she will visit |Thanksgiving day and evening fulfilled
November Term, 1919, To be held at
Delmont Emerson of Island Falls relatives.
j every promise made, graceful dancing,
was a business visitor in town Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Friedman returned j tunefui niusj{., elaborate costumes, and HouIton’ Nov- 18> 1919Fleetwood Pride of Bangor was in Monday from Boston, where they spent i the funniest of comedians, all went
HON. GEO. M. HANSON, Justice
town several days last week on busi-! Thanksgiving.
Presiding.
to make it one of the best things of
ness.
; Orvill Orcutt, a Bowdoin student was
Michael M. Clark, Clerk
Albert Donworlh Esq. of Caribou home last week with his mother, is kind that ever visited Houlon.
Walter B. Clark Deputy Clerk.
Miss Dorothy Garrigue^ as Dixie
epent a few days with Mrs. Donworth Mrs. June Dunn
Mrs. Moses Burpee returned on the <Sol(liei. Gir r captivated the
lest week,
A big 6 reel picture— an autobiography of the late
The following cases have been
Mrs. A, S. Humphrey and son were Saturday from a three weeks visit m
,
'
, ...
. „
,
audiance by her charming personality, disposed of•tile gueets of relatives In Caribou for New Brunswick.
■
.
.
** K
ui.
‘Thaqk^KJiving.
Dr. H. B. F. Jervis who spent a j ber sonffs were catchy, her costumes i Hillman vs Austin. Verdict for Deft.
Glum. w . Sampson of Boston has few clays in town last week, returned j the handsomest ever seen on a Houl-1 motion for new trial “ Law.”
purchased the business of the HouIton ; to Boston Saturday night.
j ton stage and as a dancer she was j Harass vs Stitham verdict for plff.
lee and Coal Co.
The ladies of the Episcopal church; grace personified.
|$1.00.
Arthur Feeley who is employed ini will serve a public supper at Watson
Maud Baxter as Dixies chum j Gjnen vs w eed verdict for plff.
.-GarihiDn, spent Thanksgiving with his : Hall this Wednesday evening.
i possessed a beautiful voice and in Itor $29000
A stirring romance of American life— laughs, thrills and
father* B, B, Feeley.
| Special meeting of Rockabema Lodge |all of her songs she received many I
plff.
A. O. Millar and family
spent ;l. O. O. F.. Wednesday evening at
7 ! encores.
Ifor JmV *
’ Ver<“ Ct f° r
cheers. A picture every man, woman and child will enThanksgiving at Oakfield. the guest j o ’clock sharp. Important business. j Billy Moore as “ Jasper” the colonel’s !
Mrs. MillaVa parent.
Leonard McNair U. of M. spent the ! valet and Billy Murphy as “ Ricketts,” ; Alice L. Byron vs Dr. W. B. Gibson. |joy.
FOUR SH O W S.
PRICES 17c. and 28c.
MlV-ABB Mrs, Warren Cobb of j Thanksgiving recess at home with his j furnished plenty of amusement in the T*1*8 was started Monday and is a
GuilfQCd spent-Thanksgiving with M r.; parents Mr. and Mrs. Geo. McNair.; comedy line, both genelemen being Jsuit *>or a lar8e amount for malpractise j
add MT9. Hpward Lunt.
j The Ladies Circle of the Co^ig’l. i past masters as singers and story j and was SGH unfinished at the time j
of going to press.
SYbd L Putnam of the Putnam ! Church, will meet this Wednesday j tellers.
’.-MppAHf«re Co. spent several days last j afternoon with Mrs. Jenks on Park ; The gentlemen of the cast who j The following men received their
IPSek hr Levlst6tf, Me. on business. Jstreet.
i were formerly of the Follies: Chas. final papers in naturalization at the
November Term of the Supreme
; , •Mr.„ABd «Mft^ .-A. G.
Munro have! Mrs.Louise Sawyer andthree |Larrivee, Walter Selor? Clyde Olney,
SR0tfe&1nto their new borne on Military j children of Ashland, spent Thanks-j Prescott Burch as a
male quartet Judicial Court, held in HouIton, Maine,
are now in season and you
'#hs purchased from Dr. |giving with her parents Mr. and Mrs. |rendered several pleasing selections, j November 19.1919. Lincoln W. Torapwill find this Queen o f Au
Pntnam.
iGeo. B. Dunn.
in some of which they were assisted i kins, HouIton; Herbert A. James,
Tulips* Hyacinths and Narcissus bulbs
tumn flowers at their best at
My. and Mrs. J. K. Plummer will* B. H. Brown of theInternational
bv Ricketts and Jasper and were |Island Falls; Maxime Thibodeau, Van
are now here, and for this week only,
.ny conservatories. Visitors
leave this Wednesday for San Deigo, i Agricultural Corp. was a passenger on recalled many times.|Buren; Douglas W.
Wolverton, Easton;
are always welcome and we
I
am
offering
you
a
fine
selection
of
CdfcV Whore they will spend the winter j Monday night’s train for Boston on a
There was presented by the ballet j Horatio N. Collier, Smyrna; Levi
are ever ready to show yen
each, both in separate and mixed
■ M th i.
*business trip.
a variety of gorgeous costumes, one j Morrell, Westfield; Ralph D. Craig,
through our houses.
Right
Mf. and Mrs. Harry Taggett have
Mr. and Mrs. James Dougherty left particularly noticeable effect being the |Westfield; Daniel B. Brown, Westfield;
colors. I have never had a better lot
now we particularly invite
aovdd froplGreeri street to the house ! Monday for Boston where Mrs. Dough- rose costumes with
Napoleon hats, j Harold J.Nevers, HouIton ; Edmond
of bulbs and if they are planted now,
you.
-fMrnierly occupied by his father on jerty will consult- a specialist for a worn in the secondact.
j T. Mercier, HouIton;
Wallace R.
how pleased you will be next Spring
•Nortb Street.
Ithroat trouble.
The Flirtation walk, which was an ! Kierstead, Presque Isle; Thomas A.
when they bloom. Tell me your needs
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Perry
of J Miss MarionWilliams
who is j electric-lighted walk out into the |Wibberly, HouIton; Harry G. Hagerand I will do the rest.
Prasqiie' Isle were Thanksgiving day i teaching at Mars Hill^ spent Thanks-1 centre aisle, was used effectively all man. Fort Fairfield; Thomas J. Libby,
gUMts o f Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry. 1giving at
home with
herfather i through the performance.
! Blaine; Clyde E. Hacker, Fort Fair•Jtyghland Ave.
|Dr. C. E. Williams.
The locale of the story, which it is j field; John E. Miles, Presque Isle;
Mr. and ‘Mrs. Walter Collinso f 1 Dr. Leon C.
Tarbell and wife
o f ; understood was written by James L. IHerbert H. Ryder. Presque
Isle;
jJote—Don’t cover up or mulch your
Caribpu spent Thanksgiving in town, (Smyrna Mills were the Thanksgiving j Baber, who takes the part of Colonel JEdward A Kierstead, Presque Isle;
tkO guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Cates j guests of Dr. and Mrs. James S. |Stone, is laid in two acts, opening in ! Walter W. Carmichael, Presque Isle;
•ut door plants, shrubs and trees un
"U v It With flower*"
•w n tgt» street.
Palmer. Water street.
! Miami, Florida, the scene a lawn fete IGuyL. Ryder, Presque Isle;Charles
til ground is frozen, nor uncover tu
For
Richard Eastman of Boston was the \ Henry K. Bradbury, wife and son of *at the
home of
theColonel.The bril- ! F. Grant. Presque Isle; Arthur Staples, on oncost on at any tinu
the spring before the frost is well out
guest o f Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Ludwig ! Van Buren spent
Thanksgiving injliant stage
settingis novelin design ! Crystal;
LeRoy S. Wilson, Bridgeof the ground.
tor Thanksgiving, joining his wife who |town. the
guests of
Col.
andMrs.F. j and the electric effects show- toadvan- j water: elmoreD. Webber. FortFairbas been In HouIton for a time.
|M. Hume, Military street.
Itage a picture of flowers and lights, j field; Willie E. DeWitt, Smyrna; Geo.
Messrs George F. Taggett and James
There will be a regular meeting of j
Biscayne Bay seen in the dis- j E. Wibberly, Van Buren; Frederick G.
Gartley o f the firm of Taggett & the N. E. O. P. lodge on Friday evening Itance.
«
j Rideout, Oakfield; Arthur S. Beacom,
Gsrtley, have rethrned home from a , Dec. 5th. Election of officers and other
Tbe last act save a .very cleverly ! Presque Isle; John A. Merrithew.
business trip to Boston andN ew York, 'business. A full attendance is desired, 'arranged view of a roof garden in New HouIton; Charles O. Duplisea. Crystal;
Ed McPartland U. S. N„ who h a s 1 Migg Marguerite Astle a student j York- witb a Follies production in full William A. Rickards, Crystal: Ezekiel
dance in
in M.
M. W
Wallace.
Crystal;
Angus M.
Conservatories 16 High Street
been spending a 10 days furlough in at the Nasson Institute. Springvale. ’
The old-fashioned dance
allace. Crystal;
Angus
HouIton and St. John, N. B. left M on-•Me Jg home with her parents, Mr. this act is very lovely, and the finale Merrithew, HouIton; Harry W. MoHouIton, Maine
day evening for Newport News, Va. an(j ^jrs ^ e . Astle for the Thanks really presented a gorgeous spectacle. Donald. Merrill; Leo. A. Tanguay,
There were some, twenty musical Portage Lake; George I. Tingley, HoulWa
4a rejoin his ship.
giving holidays.
numbers, including “ My Soldier Girl,” ton; Charles I. Tingley. HouIton;
Theodore H. Bird, the well known
Miss Nadine Gellerson returned to “Just For Y ou /’ “ Wrap Me Up in
George W. Caine, Island Falls; Guy
actor-producer arrived here Thursday
* ’ ‘ '“
from Charlottetown P. E. I. erxroute ! 0rono’ Monda>- t0 resume her studies Bund 1< of Love.” “Jaspers Ragtime L. Lenontine, Monticello; Hazen It.
at U. of M. after spending Thanks- Banfj .. ‘That Dixie Wedding Tune," Rogers, Island Falls; Orren L. Painter,
to Mars Hill where he will put on a giving recess with her parents Mr. and amj
‘You’re My Loving Sugar Baby.” Island Falls; Wilmot L. Dickinson,
local talent play.
Mrs. W. A. Gellerson Court St.
which have become quite the timely Sherman Mills; Robert J. Graham.
Ensley E. Parker who has been at
Cecil Wright (Canadian) entered the , hits of the season.
Ashland; Helmer E. Skoog. Howe
the Madlgan Hospital for an operation,
has. so far recovered as to be able to United States without inspection, and
The entertainment was enjoyed by Brook; Peter T. Mercier. HouIton;
return to his home in Oakfield. He ! as he was liable to become a Dul>lit large audianees both afternoon and; Douglas Wilson, HouIton.
Tiie old proverb which draws atten- the supply, in view of the present mancharge at time of entry was deported
was accompanied by his sister Violet.
lion
to the advantages to be derived |ufacturing conditions and we cannot
to Plaster Rock. N. B. by inspector
The members of the Meduxnekeag
from
being first in the field is too well j hope to readily replace those lines
F. W. Arndt.
Club gave a party on Tuesday evening
known to need more than a passing ■which may be sold out.
Christian Science services held each
A N U P -T O -D A T E
at the Club house in honor of W. F.
reference.
Braden, who left last week for Porto Sunday at 11 A. M., Presbyterian
So we urge you again to be “ an Early
Rico, where he will spend the winter. Church. Dec. 7th. subject: “ God The
And in the matter of Christmas shop
Friends of Mrs. George A. Hagerman Only cause and Creator.” Wednesday
Bird” make your selection while the
ping at Perry's it will mean the dif
will be sorry to learn that she was 7.30 P. M. Testimonial service. Cordial
line is at its best remembering that
ference between satisfaction and dis
•bilged to submit . to a surgical welcome to all.
at this store you will find the largest
appointment.
operation on Saturday last, and are
The Executive Committee of the
and
handsomest line of Jewelry, Silver,
hoping for a speedy recovery to ; Evangelistic Campaign met on Monday ?
We
expect
the
demand
for
Christmas
Cut
Glass, Precious Stones, Fancy
health.
evening and in view of the largely
I
Having
taken
over
the
business
of
the
Bar
Harbor
j
Gifts
this
year
will
be
far
greater
than
China,
Etc., ever shown in HouIton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacot Hamilton, increased attendance confidently exSea Food Co. we shall carry in stock
Pubnlco, Nova Scotia, are visiting1pected at the closing meeting voted
their daughter Mrs. Fremont Wilson, unanimously to transfer the meetings
South streets Mrs. Wilson has been from the Methodist Church to the
seriously ill for the past month, but First Baptist Church on Wednesday,
is now some better.
^
. Thursday and Friday evening, and on
./< trrlcr and <)ptom ctrist
Cod, Haddock, Mackerel, Halibut, Smelts, Lobsters,
Leon S. Howe of Presque Isle, who Sunday afternoon. It also voted to
Market Square
HouIton
is Division Chief of Dist. No. 5 of the hold the Sunday evening service in
Clams, Oysters, Salmon, Finnan Haddie and Scollops
Internal Revenue Dept., who makes the Temple Theatre,
{ W e have arrivals every day direct from the fishermen.
bis headquarters in HouIton will
______________

Matinee and Evening
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Theodore Roosevelt

: ii

*\ &

£

Bulbs

CHKYSANTHEIDIS

C h ad w ick , Florist

THE EARLY BIRD

Fish M a r k e t

I

|

^ T ,tohlL'u!len
family
HouIton. ce and m' Te his
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Harry E.
Dobson who are now living in Bath.
Maine will be glad to learn of the arrival of a son at their home on Nov.
J5th. Mrs. Dobson before marriage
was Miss Annie Grant of this town.
HouIton Camp, No. 8956, M. W. of
A. will hold a regular meeting in their
hall on Friday evening at 7.30. The
annual election of officers will take
place on above date. Every member
should try to be present. Refreshmoots.

HOULTON GRANGE

All are strictly fresh and ready to use

Aroostook and Pomona union Grange
" ’M meet with HouIton Grange on
Thursday, Dec. 4th at 10 o’clock A. M.
The 5th degree will be conferred at
the morning session,
In *be afternoon will be the annual
election of officers.
AM Pomona members are cordially
,nvited to be Present.
----------------------

Special attention to Parcel Post Orders

ANNOUNCEMENT
Republican Voters of Aroos-,
took County.

Ge,ntL
eri1ieK
ua *
.. Richard Ludwig who Is attending
j
I shall
be a candidate
tor the n
Repub,
the Allen school at West Newton and ]ican nomination for Sheriff of Aroos
who spent Thanksgiving with his took county at the Primary election
parents Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Ludwig, next June.
has been mentioned as tackle on the
n0mlnaveu».?nn elec.te(1 1. sbj ' 11
„
, ^
. endeavor to faithfully perform the duall state school foot ball team ot Ges 0f
office. Any support that
Massachusetts.
you can give me will be appreciated.
H. B. Kelso. Frank McLwee and
Monticello, Maine. Dec. 1. 1919
Leigh Cleveland returned last week
from a successful -hunting trip bringing
hack five deer.
Mr. Kelso was
fortunate In bringing down a big eleven
point Buck, and Leigh has a fine
specimen In an eight point Buck to
his 9redit.
Would It not bp .a good idea to
begin the enforcement of the law re
gard lag -the u se . of bells on teams
during the w ln tej?. Many drivers of
single teams in . the past have gone
; the whole season without them, and
‘ narrow escapes from accidents have
^ keen frequent
S. A. Fairbanks, who is doing a
large heating contract for the new
Presque Isle hospital, reports the WE ARE GLAD
work as progressing' favorably, and
to greet you at any time and it gives
us pleasure to tell you how we can
•-he expects to, l*e gbie to turn on the
‘jheet about Dec. IS. He also has
save you money and make your old
'•the heating .contract for the new
apparel look as good s new. Our
work in •!Taberott!o§frhfeapital being erected in
vthat town.
CLEANING
.11
,t Afltodfc the college students who
is always satisfactory,
'have retarned fd sMott, tr ie r spending
modern
methods and get
the Thanksgiving recess in HouIton
out
promptly.
were: Fred W , 0U*r Berry, Luther
When can we call for your soiled or
‘A mos. Honfe# Dickinson.
Nadine
wrinkled garments?
gellerson and Catherine Cary of the
lb. o f M. Orvill- Orcutt and Leland
COSTELLO & SULLIVAN
Ludwig, Bowdoin. Wendall Grant and
Room 10, Maneur Block
BarF Le*ta>€eH>yi

J. D. P E R R Y

Fresh Fish of Every Kind

McEachern & Stanley Co.
Successors to Bar Harbor Sea Food Company —
Telephone 4 5

Daily Delivery

j
I

Let Me Be
SantaClaus
I ’ll save you all your
shopping worries and
cut your Christmas t>ills in half by send
ing your friends for a whole year a
welcome weekly reminder o f your
thoughtfulness. W hat is this ideal gift ?

me COUNTRY

GENTLEMAN
Farmers value it as the greatest single
help in their business. For East, West,
North and South alike it contains the
best, the most, the latest information
on progressive farming. Women like
its articles on poultry, on homekeep
ing, and its fiction.
There is a bully short
story in each issue, and
in the course of the year
there are five booklength novels by such
favorite authors as Zane
G^ey, Albert Payson Ter, hune and Henry Oyen.
No other gift that you can
buy for a dollar will give
one-quarter its value;
no other present, what
ever the cost, will give
greater pleasure. Send
me the list of your coun

try friends, with their
names and addresses and
one dollar for each. At
Christmas time each of
these friends will receive,
by mail, together with
the first copy of his sub
scription, a 6'A x 9% re
production in full color of
a Maxfield Parrish mas
terpiece, annour.cirg in
your name the gift of
the most helpful of all
publications for the farm
er and his family.

Save Shopping by Sending M e Your Christmas List

A .‘ C. T O Z I E R
60 Pierce Ave.
Phone 527— 1
T b C tu iq Gcfttbaaa
52 Im m —|t.N

HouIton, Maine
ThtUitti’ HtmJnrul The SttSTthy Etcwbc Put
12iNM*-$l.7S
52 nmm-52.M
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PASS BIGHT

Igranting of further demands in these which have given to Europeans and |recurrence of the bandit’s depreda- WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
postmaster will send the treasury
directions must further decrease the descendants of Europeans their tions but. then as one veteran police
savings certificate either to the pur
AS CHRISTMAS GIFTS chaser or to the donee, as requested
officer said:
production make a still greater deficit unquestioned superiority.
Free Baptist
The attention of the public is called
“Almost the whole of Europe is situ- j “ The only thing to expect when
|in the supply of goods and make living
by the purchaser.
Rav. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
costs still higher. Unless checked, ated in the northern half of the north you're figuring on Bill Carlisle is the by the Government to the desirability
War savings certificates are aut
M aniac aarrice at 10.80 A. M
i that tendency must react on our in- temperate zone. Its extreme northern unexpected. We hope his next haul of war savings stamps and treasury transferable and a certificate issued
Baaday school at 12.00 M.
Christmas
|dustrial prosperity. We cannot, of point, the North Cape, is 19 degrees : will be a ‘water haul’ but we don’t ex- savings certificates as
in the name of one person cannot be
Young People's meeting 0.00 P. M.
gifts.
from
the
pole.
Tarifa,
its
extreme
(pect
it.”
Icourse, continue to increase our labor
transferred to another as a gift.
Evening serrice at 7.00 P. M.
The intending donor may purchase
Carlisle is being hunted by police
i costs and costs of production
in southern point, is :,<i degrees from the
Special music by choir.
officials of Casper, sheriff’s posses and war savings stamps affixed to certi
1general, and still compete with for- equator.
Choir practice Monday nights.
“
Nowhere,
except
in
the
farthest
hoa detachment of the United States ficates issued in the name of the per
|eign nations in the markets of the i
All are cordially Invited to come and
real
limits,
does
excessive
cold
stunt
cavalry,
operating in the neighbor- son to whom they are to be given, pro
( world.
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
body and mind* Nowhere does exces- ; hood of Medicine Bow. In addition, vided the holdings of that person of
{
Moreover*,
as
time
goes
on.
and
Tuesday night church prayer and
credits are not extended to Europe, on ive and continued heat sap energy and |individuals attracted by offers of re- the 1919 series will not thereby be
praise Service.
independent brought in excess of the lawful limit
any good scale, there is coming to be enervate the will. No spontaneous |ward are conducting
Chureh of the Good Shepherd, Houl- ja feeling, that perhaps after all, it prodigality of nature removes the ne- j searches for the bandit. A special of $1,000 maturity value.
Sloan’s Liniment has the
ton, Maine
would be better if credits were not too cessity of exertion and induces sloth, train, on board which are many armed
Postmasters are authorized to sell
punch that relieves
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
"Here, where the air invigorates, men, stands under a full head of for cash to any person or corporation
readily extended. It is held that the
SUNDAY SERVICES
rheumatic
twinges
only way the desired results can be ac man must labor if he would survive, steam in the railway yards Thursday any amount of war savings stamps to
Maly Communion at 8 A. M. also on complished is not to extend wholesale The rewards of labor are reasonably 'night waiting to respond to the be used as gifts, provided certificate
This
warmth giving,
congestionthe tret Sunday In the month at credits, but to single out individual sure, hut something more is necessary ; momentarily expected report that Car- blanks giving names of intended do
scattering circulation-stimulating rem
IMS.
enterprises in all these European coun- than to satisfy one day's needs. The lisle is again “ up to his old tricks.” nees are filed with the postmaster at edy penetrates without rubbtnu right t<i
IMautug Prayer and aermau at I t . , ^rjeS( which are worthy of confidence periodic succession, the rhythmic
Three years ago Carlisle robbed the time of the purchase, no donee to the aching spot and brings quick re
lief, surely, cleanly. A wonderful help
SI, ftM a y Behuol at 2.80.
swing’ of the seasons, where winter! three Union Pacific trains in quick receive more than $1,000 (maturity
and credit.
for external pains, sprain.-,, strains, stiff
■renlag Prayer and eermea at 7.
In the mean time, with Europe’s ; invariably follows summer, compels succession, all of the while boasting of value) in all. Postmasters will sup ness, headaches, lumbago, bruises.
80
great debts to us, and her inability |him to take thought and make some Ihis activities. After the third offense ply such purchasers certificate blanks
Get your bottle today—costs little,
means much. Ask your druggist for
to pay in gold, it is believed that while provision of food, shelter and clothing he was captured and given an indeter- on request.
First Baptist
it by name. Keep it handy for thcon the surface, it might seem highly (for the days to come. Even slight labor! minate prison sentence from which he
Persons desiring to present $100 whole family. The big bottle is econ
81
desirable to extend credits to Europe, jand little forethought, neither of which 'escaped last Saturday night,
treasury savings certificates as gifts omy. 35c, 70c. $1.40.
R e * B itty C. Speed, pastor.
Carlisle walked into the Western may purchase them at any post of
10.80 morning worship with sermon. and enable her to buy goods in large ; <*an be escaped, force him toward
18:00 Bible School with classes tor quantities from us, the only solution Iemergence from the primitive and Union office at Casper’Thursday, while fice of the first or second class, send
for the present abnormal credit and j purely animal state toward higher scores of heavily armed men searched ing the purchase price to the post
m s aad woman.
put Europe in
existence.
the surrounding country for him and j master by mail, if necessary, in which
4 9. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. trade relations is to
increase h e r ; “ The climax of western Europe is |sent a telegram to the Union Pacific { case the full name and address of the
7.00 gospel song service and sermon. position so she can
production, and pay us our debts in : determined by the Gulf stream, the office in Cheyenne thanking the rail- j donee should be carefully stated. The
8.00 Aftosmeetlng.
goods.
That this might have some ; mightiest, most rapid and most benef- road for the money he secured from j
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week
effect
on
our home markets, is quite ! icent of ocean currents. Its heated j passengers on the Los Angeles Limit- j
prayer service.
Shetr rehearsal each Tuesday even- possible. Many business men while |mass, deflected eastward by the Banks ed which he held up near Medicine
lag at the close of the regular prayer quite optimistic regarding the future, j of Newfoundland, reaches the shores Bow Tuesday night. The message
can see the possibility, that unless we Iof Europe, creating on its way the j read:
can increase our own
production, andexhaustless fisheries of theNorth sea. “ Union Pacific, Cheyenne,
Flret Congregational
reduce costs, we will see curtailment; “ As no formidable barrier to breezes ' “ Thanks for haul on your limited.
Rot. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
|of our foreign trade, because we will 1from the sea is interposed, the pre- i Some detective force,
Morning service at 10.38.
inot be able to compete with European vailing winds of Europe, loaded with
“ (Signed)
Carlisle."
8. 8. at 11.45.
Icountries, and that the heavy imports ocean moisture spread hundreds of
Carlisle was dressed in a soldier’s
Jnalor C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M. !of European goods we may have, will miles inland, relieving the excesses of uniform,according to Western Union
Staler C. B. Society at 4.30 P. M. { serve to curtail in some degree, the the seasons and fertilizing the soil, officials.
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening current tremendous demand for our
“ The coast line of Europe is remarkAs he entered the office and walked
at 7.48.
Iown goods.
able for its length and its availability, to a desk to write the message. Car--------------------- South America is twice and Africa
lisle was noticed by R. H. Forbes,
Methodist Episcopal
WHYEUROPE IS
three times as large, and yet, although manager of the telegraph office, who
Military S t
/Vie Story o f a Tvrret Captain
^
u r n n i r\ r » n i T n r ^ ur°Pe
landlocked on its eastern recognized him from his published phoHey. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
Promotion in the Navy come* quickly to
those who qualify for higher rating*. In
WORLD CENTRE . or Asiatic side, it has a longer coast tographs.
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
March 1899 A . P. Nilsson enlisteain the
“
Did
you
ever
ask
yourself.
‘Why
is
line
than
that
of
those
two
continents
"There's
Carlisle,"
Forbes
said
to
Navy os an Apprentice Seaman. 3rd clas*.
The Sunday School at noon has or
In April 1907 he was rated Chief Turret
Europe important?' inquires a bulletin combined. North America has double tl dork.
ganised classes tor men and women
Captain. His pay today is $165.76 ner
month
J u lo r League meeting and class for from the National Geographic Society, the area of Europe, but. except, for
Carlisle apparently heard file remark
“ South America may have revolu- what stretches along the inhospitable and dropping his head, finished the
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
Bpworth League meeting at 6.15 tions, nations elsewhere may topple. Arctic, the sea front of the two is message. He walked to the counter.
iv .
China with her 400,000,000 may over- nearly the same.
laid the telegram and departed. When
p. m.
turn a prehistoric monarchy, and the "Europe is interested bv numerous the counter clerk picked up the mesPraise and Preaching, at 7.00.
Prof. J. H. Lindsday, organist and world goes about its business. un- vast, narrow, half-inland gulfs and sage she found a half dollar upon if
c! them ofF—“ Eio” ,Gibraltar, afloat that will make you a wel
disturbed.
seas which endlessly break its contour to rover the tolls.
choir master.
C
,y
Y
o k o h a m a —all the great come man in any company.
"Let
a
crack-brained
nobody
shoot
at
and
multiply
its
length,
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday
I>crt3 of the world—are they only
a
European
prince
and
every
continent
“
No
other
body
of
wafer
rivals
the
Work?—sure, and a man's work
evening.
Disappearing Type,
f 1-.CC3 cn the map to you—or are it is, among men.
rocks with the Armageddon that on- incomparable sea which forms the
Christian Science
t >o you b e lie v e a gun could bo made
they ports where you’ve gone sail
sues."
southern boundary of E u r o p e ,
the
Play ?—well, rather, wi th a bunch
to
shoot around a corner?"
Sunday Service at Sincock Hall, 11
ing in from the high seas with o f men who know how to play.
The bulletin quotes from a com- Mediterranean,
"No. but the sight of a creditor often,
every eye along the shore turned These comrades o f yours carry
A. M.
munication of Dr. Edwin H. Grosvenor.
"The dwellers on the peninsular
has
that
effect
upon
a
man."
admiringly
cn your big ship—
who tells why the smallest, but one. shore's of Greece and Asia Minor were
in their ears the sounds of grtut
your
ship*
Every ocean has a world cities, o f booming guns, o f
of the six continents produced “ such impelled by the circumstances rtf
INDUSTRIAL TROUBLES
United States ship sailing for swashing seas — sounds you will
practical monopoly of universal leader- their lot to venture upon, gradually
Wonderful Gift.
some port worth seeing.
BEING SMOOTHED OUT ship.”
to understand, and finally to master
share with them and that will
"Is our friend a great orator?"
“ Of about the same size as Canada the sea. And the sea gave back some
By R. W. McNeel
never die away.
"A great orator?" repeated Senator
I f you’ve any call in you for a
full life—join, and color all your
Sorghum. "Why he can convince you
The development of prime im or Brazil, one might question, regard- thing.
And when you come home, you’ll
ing
merely
territorial
extent,
whether
yearn
ahead with memories o f
of
something
without
taking
the
face life ashore with level eyes—
portance in the business world this
things worth seeing—with knowl for Unclj Sam trains in self*
trouble to understand it himself!"
week was the rescinding of the coul Europe should be called a* continent BOLD TRAIN ROBBER
edge worth having—with an inex
reliance as well as self-respect.
strike order. It has removed the at all,” Dr. Grosvenor writes.
LAUGHS AT SLEUTHS
“ Siberia exceeds it by more than a
haustible fund of sea tales and
The Navy builds straight on
possibility of cutting down the in
Laughingly defiant. “ Bill" Carlisle,
adventures pickea up ashore and no mollycoddles.
dustrial production of the country million square miles. On the map of
thrateb lack of fuel. It has removed the Eastern hemisphere it appear train robber, who as a trusty escaped
Enlist for two years. Excellent opportunities for advancement.
dwarfed on the from jail, where lie was serving a
Biaaa
no<<ain9 a insignificant. It is dwurfet
r.Air weeks holidays with pay each year. Shore leave to see inl:»:id sights at ports visited. M en always learning. Good foo l
g
o
#
*
1great deal of hesitancy and uncertainty j 80Uth l).v the ponderous bulk of Africa, sentence for a train robbery, and who
end first uniform outfit free. Pay begins the day you enlist. Get
ia business two weeks ago.
! whHe Asia' to which k ('lin* s- thnist" last week robbed another train of a
full information from your nearest recruiting station. I f you do
After you eat—always take
i it disdainfully away toward the northnot know v/here the nearest recruiting station is, ask your
Buslnees Continues Active as Demand west
large sum is still at liberty. Soldiers,
Postmaster. Hu knows.
for Goode Grows
.
:
Europe does not equal one-four- trappers, sheriff’s detectives all are
Another development of great im- j teenth of the land surta(.e and is loss searching the country around Casper,
1frO R YOUR acid -stomaciD
portonce this week is the revelation of |than 0ne-fiftieth of the entire surface Wyo., for the bandit. He •emerged
Instantly relieves Heartburn.Bloat
th« aggressive steps the government j of the globe yet upon it dwoll 450.000.Thursday from his secret whereabouts ed Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring,
1s taking to put down radical agitators, j qqq buman beings, more than a fourth
and all stomach miseries.
long
enough to send a telegram from repeating,
who have been conspiring against the j 0f ajj manjtindi Nor are au Europeans
Aids digestion and appetite. Keep* stomach
and strong. Increase* Vitality and Pep.
government and agitating revolution- j found in ElIrope. They and their chil- Casper to the Union Pacific officials sweet
E ATONIC lathe beat remedy. Tens of thou
»ry economic theories, which If [dren have occupied and populated th< taunting them for the failure of their sands wonderfully benefited. Only costa a cent
or two a day to use it. Positively guaranteed
allowed to gain headway might be who]e western hemisphere of which j detectives to capture him after he had. to please or we will refund money. Geta mg
hos today. Youwilltee.
put Into practice. T h e / would be they were the djSCOVerers. They have singlehanded, robbed the Los Angeles
For Sale by O. F. French & Son
wholly disastrous to the present order petitioned and subdued to themselves Limited Tuesday night.
Houlton, Maine
0f *?*“ * 8'
iti
(nearly the whole of Africa. With the
Thursday night the police agents of
While there are still a great many |exception of China and Japan, they the Union Pacific were nervous. They
labor troubles throughout the land control all Asia and all the islands of (j() not hestitate in expressing the
which are causing much inconvenience all the seas. During the last 25 een- opinion that the next time they hear
and are interfering with production of turies from them as from a focus have lrom Carlisle it will probably he in the
goods In many lines, the country Is radiated the art and sc ience and ; form of information that another
doing a big volume of business. The thought of the world.
trans-continental passenger train has
aggregate of hank clearings in October
“ In the physical advantages Europe been robbed. They say every prefor instance, was the heaviest by a possesses are revealed the causes caution has been taken to prevent a
very large margin for any month in the
•ntlre history of the United States.
The continued rise in commodity
prices, reflecting scarcity of supplies
o f many necessities, suggests that the
demand tor goods of all sorts, which
Is responsible for the huge turnover,
M a d e M o a W e ll M a n
Is likely to continue. There are some
reports of cancelation of merchants’
commitments, but that is believed less
Mr. Louis Young, lf>52 Suffered this tv
an Ind'cation of diminishing purchas
Clifford S t., Rochester, N .
ing power than of inability to have
year: 'LV!
Y ., writes:
requirements satisfied.
As against
“ I s uf f er ed
f o r thirty yc-. -s
with ' ’.ironic bowel trouhlY, ; i:. - s io rn.w
these cancelations, many concerns
neb trouble nml heuu>vrliii;;< f. * :■'
tlie Jioivi'Im,
have their books already congested
\V - liO'.’ flt; t ft. b o ttle o f I *<•>• •.,
with orders, have withdrawn their
j and L t *1oIc it f j; lifully, ;.i: i i
"
hr
■-ox i •> }>1> ; <
salesmen from the road, and are
vc•
•! t , •
tin i.-.
[ ‘
rejecting offers of new contracts,
however profitable.
One of the broader factors affecting j
A M E L S are in a class b y th e m se lv e s— easily th e
the outlook, which business men are ;
carefully watching, is the legislation j
m ost refreshing, th e m ost likable cigarette y o u
in Washington, regarding the restora- j
ev
er
sm oked. Y ou can prove t h a t ! Sim ply com pare
tion of the railroads to their owners. I
The raflroad industry is the country’s
C am els puff-by-puff w ith a n y cig a rette in the w orld at
greatest industry, apart from agricul- j
a n y price! P u t quality, flavor and cigarette satisture. Transportation is the most vital (
faction to the u tm ost test!
thing in industry, and we cannot have j
C a m e l s a r e so ld e v e r y national prosperity, without railroad j
w h erein scientifically sealed
Made to meet your taste, Camels never tire it, no matter how
prosperity. So there! is a very general j
packages o f 2 0 cigarettes or
liberally you smoke them ! The expert blend of choice Turkish
ten packages ( 2 0 0 cigarettes)
desire to see railroad credit restored,
and choice Domestic tobaccos makes Camels delightful— so fullin a g la ssin e -p a p er -c o v e re d
to have the roads fairly, and even gen- 1
carton. W e stron g ly r ec o m 
bodied, yet so fascinatingly smooth and mellow-mild. Every
erously treated, when the government |
m en d t h i s c a r t o n fo r the
time
you light one you get new and keener enjoym ent!
h o m e o r office s u p p l y or
removes Its hand from them, as oper- j
when y o u travel.
attng head, and as the guarantor of
Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after taste or any
their credit. The railroad problem is
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
unpleasant cigaretty odor makes Camels as unusual as they are
Winston-Salem, N. C.
probably the greatest one confronting
enjoyable.
the country, after the peace treaty, and
In fact, Camels appeal to the most fastidious can ker in so
on the sound handling of that, many
many new w ays you never will miss the abs<
oupons,
toel’eve the welfare of Industry to a
large extent depends.
premiums
or
gifts.
Y
ou
'll
p
r
e
fe
r
C
am
el
Quai
Does a dry cough keep you awake ?
There are other flies in the business
ointment which leaders are viewing
with some degree of concern. One is
the great wave of speculation and ex
travagance which has been sweeping
tha country. As a part of it, is the in•latent desire on the part of labor for
W ill stop the tickle that makes you cough.
shorter and even shorter hours and
GUARANTEED
higher pay. They know that the

CHURCH SERVICES

SATISFYING RELIEF
FROM LUMBAGO

J

m a n s life — am ong m e n !

ove o ff f-Join the

U. S .Navy

C

S le e p ?

Kemp's Balsam

P A ftl FVTO
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an d G i f t S u g g e s t i o n s
Since the day o f this store’s foundation, we have offered no such assemblage of “surer
------------------------ values” as will be found during this Christmas Season---------------------- --Eabh Department is filled to over-flowing with special items and values for Christmas
Shoppers. Thousands of suitable Gifts for every member of the famity, and at prices which
are as low, if not lower than can be secured elsewhere.
W e urge the desirability of early shopping— not only because of the superior service oblain- able, but also because it means better choosing —
G IFT

NECKWEAR, CLOVES, BOUDOIR
CAPS, FANCY RIBBONS, HAND
MADE BAGS, CAMISOLES, ETC.

One entire department of items which
are always perfectly suitable for gift
giving.
Gloves in a wide variety @ $2.50 to $4
Neckwear
25c to $2.98
Boudoir Caps
50c to $3.00
Fancy Silk Ribbons 39c to $2.50 yd.
SBk Bags and Camisoles
$2.98 to $8.50

W AISTS

FOR

ART

C HRISTM AS

NEEDLE

WORK

AND

EM-

BROIDERY DEPARTM ENT

Just received a large variety of waists
in Georgette Crepe, Crepe de Chine,
Satin, Stripe Taffeta, etc.
These come in a variety of color com
binations styles and prices
$5.98 to $15.00
Also a large variety of Voiles and Jap
Silks from
$1.39 to $5.98
Flannel
Waists,
Middy
Blouses,
Smocks, etc. from
$1.98 to $10.50

Now showing an unusually extensive
line of stamped goods for embroidery
Towels, Scarfs, centers, doilies, pil
low tops, combinations, gowns, cor
set covers, laundry bags, children’s
dresses and hundreds of other useful
items the prices of which range from
25c to $2.98 each

vious to Xm as.

CHR ISTM AS JEW ELRY, SW EET
GRASS BASKETS, NOVELTIES.

Some prefer gifts of Jewelry for the
little folks or novelties for the lover
of odd things. Or perhaps a sewing
basket .of sw eet hay hand-made,
either lined or unlined.
Jewelry in a large assortm ent of Pin
Brooches, Cameoes, etc.
Prices 25c to $1.00
Sweet Grass Baskets from
$1.25 to $3.00 each
Novelties from
15c to $5.98
CORSETS IS A G IFT WELCOMED
AND APPRECIATED BY EVERY
WOMAN

More than 75 styles to select from in
seven of the worlds leading makes.
Due to an extra large stock we are
sellling all corsets at a discount to
Christmas Gift Buyers.
The prices
range from
98c to $5.00 pair

HOUSEDRESSES, . F L A N N E L
GOWNS, APRONS, ETC.
For presents of values and service
this section is full to overflowing.
White cotton underwear in a great
variety of styles. Gowns, Envelopes,
Skirts, Corset Covers, etc. Prices
$1.25 to $5.98
Housedress for the home worker
$1.50 to $2.98 each
Aprons that comprise every known
make and style, from the dainty small
tea apron to the large dining room
apron or Bungalow apron.
Prices
range from
29c to $1.98 each
Flannel Gowns for Women, Misses
and Children.
Plain whites, fancy
stripes in pink and blue, low necks:
short sleeves and high neck and long
sleeves. Prces range from

Thousands and thousands of hand
kerchiefs from Ireland, France, Spain
Japan, Switzerland as well as our
own dear United States, have been
gathered for you and for Christmas.
There are simple little fine linen
handkerchiefs and the most ornate
of novelties. There is everything to
meet your whim of practicability and
style. Grasp this opportunity to buy
Christmas handkerchiefs when as
sortments are at their best and prices
are an attraction.
Handkerchiefs from
5c to $1.25
Boxed Handkerchiefs,
15c to $1.50

Old Santa himself will be here in person the week pre

Why not give a suit of underwear to
your relatives. We have a large as
sortm ent of style and fabrics and at
prices which are reasonable.
Ladles Union Suits
$1.25 to $3.98
M isses' Union Suits
$1.25 to $2.00
C h ild r e n 's Union Suits 98c to $2.00
Ladies’ Vest and Pant
M isses’ Vests and Pants
Children’s Vests and Pants

UNDERWEAR,

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC HAND
KERCHIEFS

Santa Claus
C H IL 

COTTON

$1.25 to $2.98

---------------------------Here is the Home o f ----------------------------

LADIES*, .M ISSES’ A N D
DREN'S UNDERWEAR

W H IT E

Bring in the children to see him and

tell him what they want for Christmas....................................

DRESS GOODS, SILKS, FANCY
TOWELS, W H ITE - GOODS and
TABLE LINENS

SILK UNDERWEAR OF EVERY DE
SCRIPTION
Dainty Silk Undergarments for the
lady of particular taste.
Here you
will find just what you have had in
mind

Our display of dress goods embraces
a large variety of novelty and staple
patterns, varying in price from
$1.00 to $5.50 per yd.
Silks in plain and fancy patterns
$2.00 to $5.50 per yd.
Fancy towels, table scarfs, runners,
doilies, covers, etc., in a large assort
ment . . Prices
25c to $4.00 each
Table linens in both domestic and
imported goods
Prices
$2.00 to $5.00 per yard
Napkins to match
$4.50 to $10.50 a doz,

Camisoles

$1.25 to $2.98

Bloomers

$2.98 to 4.98
$4.50 to $5.98 ea

COMPLETE STOCK OF EMBROI
DERY SILKS AND FLOSSES,
CROCHET COTTONS and OTHER
ACCESSORIES
J & P. Coats’ Crochet Cotton
2 for 25c
Silkine Crochet Cotton

10c

Yarns of all kinds and colors

The most complete stock in Northern
Maine consisting of fibre silks, boot
silks and pure silks. A full range of
colors and sizes at
50c to $4.00 pr.

GOODS

$2.98 to $5.98

Italian Silk Vests

SILK
HOSIERY
OF UNUSUAL
VALUES FOR WOMEN

K NIT

Envelope Chemises

29c to $1.00 skein

COTTON, LISLE AND WOOL HOSE
FOR WOMEN, MISSES AND C H IL
DREN

SECTION

This repartment is offering timely
values in sweaters for Misses, Chil
dren and Ladies, also knit caps,
scarfs and slip-ons
Don’t fail to see our display as the
prices are very low

We have just what you want in
sizes and colors
Ladies Hose

19c

Misses’ Hose

39c

Children’s Hose

25c

PERFUMES, TALCUMS, TO ILE T
WATERS, SACHET POWDERS
AND O T H E R T O IL E T NECES
S ITIES
We are showing an unusually large
assortment of Toilet goods for Christ
mas Shoppers.
Very appropriate
gifts for the women folks at reason
able prices
Talcum Powders
15c to $1.00 can
Perfumes
25c to $5.00 bottle
Toilet Waters
75c to $2.50 bottle
Satchet Powders 50c to $2.50 pkg.
Face Powders
50c to $1.00 pkg.
Face Creams
25c to $1.00 pkg.
Tooth Powders, Pastes, Soaps, etc.
from
10c to 50c pkg.

TOYLAND IN OUR BASEMENT
Our entire basement is devoted to the
display of Toys for children. Here
you will find every kind of toy, game,
book or useful gift for children of all
ages.

Dolls
Games
Blocks
all
Mechanical Toys
Sleds
to$1.25
Rocking Horses
to$1.00
Books
to$1.10
Teddy Bears

25c to $5.00
10c to $1.00
10c to $1.00
50c to $5.00
$1.50 to 3.00
$3.98 to 6.00
5c to 75c
60c to $3.98

G. W . Richards & Co
The

Home

25 Market Square

t
ft V .

'I

of

Santa

Claus
Houlton, Maine

/H O P
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Soviet enemies, the Goths and Vandals ot ; by things in sets, by stiffness, and the kind that just goes to the spot
revolutionary extremism with the very rarely bv the room which has can be gotten in without squeezing
inevitable consequence of opening not, in some measure, grown with the
j where the soft, squashy davenport,
gates to enemies. Too late its leaders
needs of family life. Some things we awaited for years, when it is finally
learned their mistake. They are modi
‘ Some men are surely lucky,” re
afforded, can slip right into the space
fying
their Bolshevism, and they are cannot buy ready made, you know.
is a model in operation; and the
marked the gray-haired man who was exegesis and apologetics of Socialism trying desperately to save something
The "ready made" lifing room has you’ve saved for it; where you haven’t
fitting in the window recess engrav
depend, in large measure, upon what from the wreck. It appears, however, to be seasoned by use and living; it so many lamps you don’t like that
ing monograms and initials on pieces
has happened in that land and what that there is little to save. The recent must be addded to by this touch or when you’ve discovered the kind
o f silver and watches,” says a Wash
may yet happen. If you make any in National referendum seems to show that; it must be tinned around to fit
you’ve always wanted you can get
ington Dispatch.
quiry about such things as liberty, an overwhelming majority for Be|
it
with joy and thanksgiving and set
“ Not talking about yourself, are
the
curves
of
the
family,
just
as
a
justice, fraternity, and democracy, yond-BoIshevism. The party as a po
it
in the place of honor, on the ma
you?” inquired the bald-headed clerk
man's
fireside
chair
becomes
a
more
you are quite as likely as not to be litical factor is thus doomed. It may
hogany table you had bought the year
who was always complaining of his
continue
a
sort
of
death-in-life
ex
told that the terms for hese things
boon companion as the years go on
|before you got your sofa, because you
aalary. He put down the cut glass bowl
are more ‘‘bourgeois ideologies." As istence after the pattern of its pre and he is loath to give up his oldest
knew it would look so well back of the
that the lady with the lorgnette hadn’t
for the word democracy, it was a good decessor-contemporary, the Socialist
slippers. The bought ready made liv sort of sofa you hoped some day to
taken and came over to lean on the
and Jseful word a few years ago. but Labor party; or it may be absorbed
buy.
gray-haired man's desk.
new conditions have rendered its j by some other organization, or it may ing room needs a lot of attention beGo slowly in the furnishing of your
The gray-haired one finished the last meaning vague; it may mean any-; merely die of inanition. Whatever its for it becomes a possession.
j
living
room. It is better to spend a
<?urve of the “ S” on the vase in his
ultimate fate, it can now no longer be
The "added to’ living room stands
thing or nothing.
certain amount of money on one piece
hand, took the magnifying glass out
The American Socialist party had j seriously regarded as a factor in the more chance a living room in which of furniture instead of two, if it isn’t
o f hia eye and smiled.
its
greatest opportunity in the days j political struggle.
there are a few holes, not in the walls |a very big amount, and to patiently
"Well, yes, I was. When I was 42
of
1914-17.
But saturated as it was I
yeafo old I joined the United States
or in the furniture, where they oughtn’t |wait until the next year for the second
with Germanism and pro-Germanism, ■
anny. 1 did it for two reasons. One
LIVING ROOM COMFORT
to be, but holes of space, so to speak. piece. Look how much better furni
and
more or less tinctured with imture you are laying up to be proud
was that I could not sit still and let
possibilism, it drifted day by day into ! People so often fail to get the prop Where there is room to put just the of in youv old age!
those Germans get away with that
stuff they had been pulling, and the Bolshevisim. The gates were opened er idea of living room comfort. Liv right sort of desk when at last it is
And it is such fun to be on the
other one was that”—he stopped a to what it once considered its greatest ing room comfort is not brought about found after waiting; where a chair, i watch out for the occasion piece of
minute, and looked searchingly at the |
leaning clerk—“ Say, you never were a i
'drag .clerk at a pittance a week for fffteen years, were you?”
“ Naw. What you mean?”
“ Nothing; only I was. And when the
opportunity came to turn my back on
Ike Job I had always hated. I did it.
That Is when my luck started.”
{
“Lucky, didn’t you get in the |
thick o f the fighting at Chateau
Thierry and didn’t a shell strike you
In the hip and put you on the limping >
list for life? Didn’t you come home
suid find the store you used to work
til burned and you jobless?”
“ Sure, you have it all down pat. But
It was the shell that gave me the
chance. I couldn’t have kept on with
the drug business even if the store
hadn’t burned on account of the long
hours o f standing. When I got home I
went straight to the Federal Board of
Vocational Education in Washington,
sad they gave me some advice.
“They told*me that I c o u ld d e c id e
bow what I wanted to do and if my
past education and my abilities were
auited to it, they would back me up. I
thought quite a bit about it, and then
1 told them that I had always had a
fciad o f talent for engraving. I had
ffreamed of taking it up seriously some
day. W e talked it over and the resalt was that I found myself at 43 do
ing what I always had wanted to do.
and had given up ten years ago hop
ing for.
“ Look at me now, I am making more
money and feeling at last like a square
peg in a square hole. If that isn't
being lucky, what is?"
The gray-haired man put the gla-s
In his eye again, and started on the
curve of a “ C” on a sandwich tray.
you are directed to gaze at

SHELL IN ARGONNE
Russia; and it' you ask about Socialist
tactics
and means, you are likely to
BRINGS GOOD LUCK TO
!he told that anything which produces
MAN IT STRUCK Iresults is sanctionable. Soviet Russia

THE

THE

DREAM

HEYWOOD

.furniture that's going to mean such
a lot to you always. And your’re s#
glad when you’ve found it. that
you’re not cumbered up with a set.

YOUR CHILDREN
NEED LAXATIVE!
T h e children need your closest atten tion ,
especially
a fte r
"s t u ffin g ”
th em selves
with sw eets, etc., at a p arty or the like.
T h e y are liable to get up in the m orn in g
com p lain in g of cram p s, bad ta stin g m outh
liable to have puffed eyes from restleus
slu m b e r; feel tired and cr a n k y ; d iste m p er
ed and w him pering. A c t prom ptly. Give
them a dose o f I)r. T ru e ’ s E lixir, the
F a m ily L a x a tiv e and W o r m
E xp eler,
w hich m illions o f m others w ere given b g
their parents, to whom th e m se lve s are
ad m in isterin g today, to th eir little ones.
O nly the p u rest o f h erbs are u sed — n s
harm ful drugs— w ill relieve p le a sa n tly the
ordinary ca ses o f ch ildren ’ s illness, c o n 
stip ation — w orm s, etc.
S ym p to m s of
W orm s;
C on stip ation ,
deranged stom ach , sw ollen upper lip, sour
sto/nach offen sive b reath , hard and fall
belly, with occasion al gripings and pains
about the navel, pale face of leaden tint,
eyes heavy and dull twitching eyelids,
itch in g o f the nose, itch in g of the rectum,
short dry cough, grin d in g of the teeth,
little red points sticking out on the
tongue, sta rtin g during sleep, slow fever.
M rs. W m . G. Bonin of Caddo, O k lah o m a
w rote regard Dr. T ru e ’s E lix ir : “ W e have
used it for our children for the
la s t
tw elve years, and certain ly k n ow
the
valu e o f it.”
T h re e sizes. A T Y O U R D E A L E R S .

A

W eek of Dec. 1, 1 9 1 9

AT THE DREAM

6

SOCIALISM ON THE WANE
American Socialism as ‘ a construc
tive force touched its highest point in
Hie National convention of 1012 at
Nidianapolis. That convention w;:s
faced by a party crisis. The cult of
“ direct” action, sponsored by the I. \V.
W.. had won many proselytes.
The faction included persons of
•very degree of gradation from pi- p :gandista of the deed to nn re ernetional flappers.
This alliance of
“fanatic roughneck and sentiment :1
softhead” in the propagation of a
resuscitated heresy was looked upon
by the guardian of the Socialist faith
as a grave menace. The mo emeet
■leant, unless checked, the overturn
%and wreck of all that had been built
up in 40 years of hard and courageous
work. The minority soon found tha?
they could consistently maintain thei”
aolf respect orily by seceding from the
Barty. The majority, under the in
creasing pressure of events on which
they had not counted, gradually
shifted their ground until today their
attitude is on almost every point a
complete reversal of that of five years
•ff®.
Tho change is so striking that it can
■ot liave escaped any observer. No
time is now wasted in employing any
• f the old arguments. They have been j
remorselessly scrapped. If now you
want a picture of the Socialist state.
“" I A N K R U F T * * ” P E T IT tON
D IS C H A R G E

Wednesday
MAE
...
u

f//\A&
w -AA^SLh./
Ooldwyn Pl'ctur«4

in

H

-

Money M ad”

Thursday
LILA LEE
. . . IN - -

“ Rose of the River”

Friday

FOR

Hall Caine’s Famous Story

the matter of
l
than BJ. Sparks
; In Bankruptcy
Bankruptl
the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of the
Sstrict Court of the United States for
lie District of Maine.
,
’ATHAN E. SPARKS of Wade
the county of Aroostook, and
,te of Maine, in said District respecty represents that on the 24th day of
ttember, last past, he was duly
■deed bankrupt under the Acts of
umae relating to Bankruptcy; that
haa duly surrendered all his property
l rights of property, and has fully
•plied with all the requirements of
r iU t f and of tho ordere of Court
ehlng his bankruptcy,
therefore he preys. That he may be
reed by the Court to have a full dlsim . from all debts provable against
estate under said bankruptcy Acts
opt ouch debts as are excepted by
from snob discharge.
«ted this »th day of November. A. D.,
**

MARSH

“ TH E

FOUR SH O W S.

W OM AN

TH OU

G AYEST

M E 9?

PRICES 17c. and 28c
A T THE

Saturday
GERALDINE FARRAR - in - “ Carmen”
Roscoe Arbuckle

NATHAN E. 8PARKS.
Bankrupt.

O VID KR O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N

Met of Maine. Northern Division, ee
■ the 19th day of November, A. D.,
Lon reading the foregoing petition,
■red by the Court, That a hearing
hftd upon the name on the 9th day
lanuary. A. D.. 1920, before said Court
Bangor In said District, Northern
Mon at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
L4hat notloe thereof be published in
Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
«3d District. Northern Division, and
t all known creditors and other per* in Interest, may appear at the said
a and place, and show cause. If any
bare, why the prayer of said petl‘

the Clerk shall
to all known creditors
lM~~and this order,
t a t their places of

t*. c .r

.

s end
b.X
copies of^said
addressed to
residence as

*-eae the Honorable Clarence Hale.
of tho said Court, and the seal
fj, it Bangor In the Northern DlviM said District, on the 29th day oi
■her. A. D.. 1919.
ft)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
'
Deputy Clerk.
i eono of petition and order thereon
’ T fttw T w A B E I. SHEEHAN.
Deputy Clerk.

*

A t the

HEYW OOD

W ednesday

TYRONE POW ERS

★ I

in the Sensational Moral Drama

“ W here Are My Children ? ”

h

A story based on the naked truth.
PRICE 25c. INCLUDING TH E T A X

Two Evening Shows 7.0 0 and 8.30.

No Matinee

Children under 16 years not admitted

A
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fire of the basin variety and are in the dry) All others not in sympathy with reds
Capitalists to be killed and com
belt, where the combined rain and |to be banished.
j munism of goods to be substituted fer
snowfall does not exceed live inches ; All banks to be seized and the funds private ownership.
annually. The deposits are covered j distributed among the faithful.
Mr. Kage said the "reds" arrested
Marriage to be abolished.
|here, several of whom already have
military committees, which completed j of coal consumed per month while with water from 6 inches to 1 foot
While consideration of the treaty of
hearings on peace time army proposals ! the boat is in operation from 9 from the last of March until June or; Women to become the common' been deported, are a part of the group
Veraailtes was the outstanding event
and are prepared to present a perman-1o’clock in the morning until 12 o’clock July. The hot, dry Summer winds property of the reds.
which bombed the home of Mayor
-o f the first session of the 66th Congress
ent army of about 300,000 men, as com- at night is approximately 135 to 150 evaporate the water very rapidly, and ! Churches to be destroyed and j Davis in Cleveland and precipitated
— the first in six years in which
during most of the year the magnesium atheism to be substituted for religion, i the riots there on May day.
pared with the War department's re- tons.
Republicans have controlled
both
quest for 500,000.
“ This boat is in good condition in sulphate may be easily removed.
branches—considerable important leg
Development of an asbestos deposit j
Bills to increase pay of the navy every way that can be seen on a
islation was completed and many other
persannel also are in readiness.
|careful inspection, and all other near Port Daniel, which is about sixty
Measures prepared for disposal when
Controversies during the extra ses-. property owned by the ferry com- miles west of Gaspe, Quebec, is being
the regular meeting begins Dec. 1.
i sion resulted from opposition to Senate ; pany is in first-class condition, such financed by a company in Montreal.
The session closing Wednesday night
i confirmation of Atty. Gen. Palmer and as wharves, slips and headhouses, The material is low grade, but with
was an extraordinary one convened
The
i Comptroller of Currency John Skelton •and shows that the entire property some 2,000,000 tons in sight.
glay ip, under a call cabled
from
IWilliams.
[ has been well and carefully looked maximum quality of the asbestos is
Paris by President Wilson, to consider
! The former was confirmed but the ! after, The delivery can be made at stated to be No. 2 crude.
, prim arily the appropriation bills which
j latter's nomination is still pendings. i any time. The boat is at present
lulled at the session ending last
i The House refused to seat Rep. Vic- j insured for $42,000. It came from $ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 TO
March 3.
Itor Berger, socialist of Milwaukee, be- j Brooklyn to New London under its
Amnwg the principal legislative
MERCHANTS ARE THANKFUL
CARRY ON WORK
1cause of his attitude during the war i own power and the captain of the
achievements were:
Merchants who have made the HoulW.
C.
T.
U.
Given
Funds
for
Worldand ousted John F. Fitzgerald, Demo-1 boat and the general manager of the
Submission at the woman’s suffrage
ton Trust Company their depositary,
Wide Prohibition
crat, Massachusetts, whose election company say that there will be no
constitutional amendment to the states
are
thankful that they have a strong
Sixty thousand dollars a year for the
was contested by Peter Tague of Bos-j trouble in taking it to Bath under its
for ratification; the amendment resolu
banking
connection—one that is ever
next five years was allotted to the
ton.
jown power.
tion was adopted 304 to 80 by the
ready
to
meet their legitimate re
National Women’s Christian Temper
----------------------“ Of course in the inspection I
House as he first legislative act and
quirements with
promptness
and
NEW BATH FERRYBOAT
could not see or tell anything about ance Union in convention to be used
efficiency.
by the Senate, June4, 56 to 25.
An order was passed by the Gov. |the condition> of the planking of the for the purpose of world-wide prohibi
The prohibition enforcement bill
tion.
Checking Accounts are solicited.
more, than
appeared to be
providing for enforcement wartime em or and Connell Thursday author- i
An allotment of $33,500 of this
. .
..
.
.
..
i in first class condition. I was inthe State ;
~aad constitutional prohibition passed izing the purchase by
“
_
. .
... ,
. _, ■formed by Mr. Sisson, general man- $60,000 to the work in South America
Highway Commission of the ferry boat.
over President W ilson’s veto.
.x
V, i ,*
..
2 ! ager, that we can undoubtedly have indicated that the convention thought j
The act repealing the daylight sav “ Nathan Hale’ from the Groton & ,
’
,
...
_
,
_r
„
. ,
the whole crew' that are now operat- South America the most fertile field \
,
..
ings law, also passed over the Presi- New London Ferry Co., to be used |
Eleven
^
ax
. ... , . .
. . , . mg the boat, as if the boat is sold for prohibition endeavors.
between Bath and Woolwich which is j e
, , .
cheat's veto.
thousand dollars was allotted to work
. ..
. ..
_'they would undoubtedly be glad to
A
...
Providing for return of telegraph, on the line of the main thoroughfare |
x
a mx i a t , , a
go with her in their present positions, in India, $9300 for China, $1000 for
telephone and cable wire lines to pri across the coast. The last Legislature ®
.
.
,
..
atn(„ They are paying the captain $190 pei Mexico, $1000 for Ceylon, $875 for
passed an act empowering the State
J »
7 xa x
*
vate operation.
Japan, and the remaining $3325
eight-hour service.
Continuing government control of to take over the ferry between Bath month for
remains to be apportioned.
ty ee to Jan. 15 next.
and Woolwich but for some time the
rucMIrA, c IN CAMAriA
None of the $1,000,000 which was
LIILItI I I A L o In LAPIAI/A
■p en sio n of the Lever food and fuel Highway Commission wras unable to
apportioned today was assigned to
Mining developments in Canada are
control law to clothing and other nec- procure a suitable boat. The price
promotion of legislature looking toward
proceeding along several new lines as
d sa rle s, and penalizing hoarding and paid was $60,000.
the prohibition of tobacco.
Paul D. Sargent, chief engineer of the result of distinct discoveries. Improfiteering.
Mrs. Ella Gleason of Massachusetts
Granting permanent rank to General the State Highway Commission,, in niense deposits of astricanit have been
in her brief address today praised Gov
addressing the Governor and Council found in Muskiki Lake, near Kaskakee
Pershing.
To the ernor Coolidge of Massachusetts, and
Provoding for demobilizing the army in regard to the boat, said that it Springs, in Saskatchewan
classed the Governor with Bunker Hill
as
to a peace basis of approximately 300,- was built in Brooklyn, was launched, trade this commodity is known
and Plymouth Rock as the pride of the
460 men, pending permanent peace in 1902; has a length of 146 feet ! crude Glauber’s salt or salt cake
State.
overall and a width including guard |sulphate, and latest surveys indicate
tim e legislation.
Authorising completion of the gov- rail of 61 feet; two decks: the first j that there are deposits to the extent
PUNNED MASSACRE
deck being six feet from the w ater! of 9,000,000 tons. The crude material
eminent railroads in Alaska.
capacity, j is at present being shipped to,; This is the Program of slaughter and
Continuing wartime passport re line; gross tonnage, 561;
in Akron by
strictions so as to prevent an influx of 20 to 22 automobiles; draught, 13.3! Kitchener, Ontario. The byproducts;; destruction planned
feet; Whencard compound engine: will include Glauber’s salt, which is !; Anarchists rounded up in raids, ac
radical aliens.
Ten appropriation bills aggregating capacity of upper deck, 500 people; j used extensively in paper making; cording to H. W. Kage of the depart
about $3,000,000,000 also were passed. saloon on each side of the first deck ,: Epsom salts, bromide, common salt, ment of justice:
All city officials to be slaughtered.
were
They Included $750,000,000 for the rail- making a capacity all told of about j and magnesia, which articles
j largely imported in pre-war days from
mad administration, $772,000,000 for 700 people.
“ The boat was thoroughly over-1 Germany and the United States,
the army, $616,000,000 for the navy
*and a sundry civil budget of $613,- hauled In the winter of 1918, all nec- j British Columbia has been able to
essary repairs made, repainted drab offer a new industry in that of mining
660,000.
Numerous minor bills and resolu and is in a very neat and tidy con- Epsom salts. The discovery of large
deposits of these salts was made a
tions also Were enacted, but no attempt j dition,” said Engineer Sargent.
Why give har d ea rn ed m o n e y ,
was made to pass over the President’s j I made two trips across the river few years ago in British Columbia, hut to th e Fertilizer Co mp an ies ?
veto the Cummins bill to restore the j in the boat, was in the engine room, it is only now that they are being
Huy be t te r goods at lower prices
pre-war making powers of the inter- j and the machinery runs very quietly. |marketed to any extent in Canada.
^ H b U L T O N , M A I H IT
Use
yo ur own c o m m o n sense
state commerce commission.
j It is well equipped with tools and The deposits are located in a chain of
an
d
save
mone
y
by
ordering
there
are
no
patches
on
the
boiler,
fine
lakes
near
Basque.
The
lakes
are
The German treaty so
engrossed j
Senate attention that it shut off con- ]
vo ur chemivals of the F e d e r a 
stderaion of much legislation. Sen
tion.
ate discussion of the treaty began \
T hes e are the prices for High '•»*^^ « V A ,A ,^ v i^ v w ‘^ ^ j ,^ v w v v »v ^ rM iw w w jv w v v v w v v w ,<
May 23, but the document itself was j
Grade ma teri als delivered to the
m et submitted by President Wilson ,
L
ocals:
until July 10.
Committee hearingsj
4 -8 - 4
$48.00
and consideration required two months '
the report with 14 reservations being
4 -8 - 6
53.00
made to the Senate Sept. 10.
i
4 -8 - 7
55.50
Deliberalons on the treaty evoked
4 -6 - 8
56.00
one of the bitterest and most pro-1
61.00
4 -6 - 10
longed contests between Congress and |
5 -8 - 7
60.50
he President in American history,!
with the controversy centered largely ,
5 -8 - 8
63.00
They chanced to meet, upon the street,
about the League of Nations covenant, j
We d( ) not employ traveling
T he man was bold, the maiden sweet,
The French treaty, providing a guar-,
salesinei;
i and a g e n t s to sell on
H e murmured, gazing in her eyes,
antee to aid France in case of unpro- i
99
Place yo u r order
commission.
voked German aggression, was sub-;
That “ Town Talk Flour is great for pies.
witli y o u r m •arest Local and
pitted to the Senate by the President j
July 29 after demands from Senate Re-1
save the s a l e s m a n ’s commission. ;
publicans but still remains in the for- j
T hes e price s are subject to.
eign relations committee.
slight oh an ye s hut are as likeAnother treaty, the Pan-American j
ly to be lower• as they a n 1 to be
canal settlement with Colombia, pro- ;
higher.
posing payment of $25,000,000 by the
VnltedStates. also remains in commit
tee. It was reported to the Senate, but
V J W V .W W W W W W V W V U W W m V W W W ^ m V W V W M 1
later was withdrawn because of Colom-,
plan decrees, regarded as inimical to
American interests.
Several important legislative raeas- j
ares went over for final action at the
regular session. The oil, coal, gas and i
phosphate land leasing bill was pass-I
od by both houses and remains in con
ference, as does the Edge bill author-!
latng organization of corporations to ;
Get some GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Ob.
No organs of the human body are so
help finance American export trade. ; Important
to health and long life as the Capsules at once. They are an old, tried
The Esch railroad bill passed the | kidneys. When they alow up and com preparation used all over the world for
mence to lag in their duties, look out!
House and will be taken up with the j F*lnd out what the trouble is— without centuries. They contain only old-fash
Senate Interstate commerce commit deda.y. Whenever you feel nervous, ioned, soothing oils combined with
weak, dizzy, suffer from sleeplessness, strength-giving and system-cleansing
tee bill In December. The House also or have pains in the back—wake up herbs, well known and used by physi
at
onoe. Tour kidneys need help. These cians In their dally practice. GOLD
passed and sent to the Senate bills
are signs to warn you that your kid MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are im
providing for development of water neys are not performing their func ported direct from the laboratories in
tions properly. They are only half Holland. They are convenient to take,
pewer projects, for establishment of a doing their work and aTe allowing im and will either give prompt relief or
purities to accumulate and be convert your money will be refunded. Ask for
Federal budget system and providing
ed Into uric acid and other poisons, them at any drug store, but be sure to
-a permanent government shipping pol which are causing you distress and will get
the original
imported
GOLD
destroy
you unless they are driven MEDAL brand. Accept no substitutes.
icy.
In sealed packages. Three sizes.
from your system.
There were numerous investigations
during the extra session.
Besides the House inquires into avi
ation, ordinance contracts and other
W ar department activities, the Mexi
can situation, the coal situation and
other matters. The Senate also auth
orised Investigation of the print paper
m ade, but deferred the inquiry until
?peal government taxes on soft beers ; There are life preservers

and

MUCH BUSINESS
and luxuris failed.
! protection. A fire pump was installPerinanent army
legislation was ad- ed in the winter of 1918 which must
ACCOMPLISHED BY
66TH CONGRESS vanced both by the Senate and House ihave cost$2000. The average amount

J

J

J

J

Houlton THist Co.
H o ulton,M aine

Farm ers!

Houlton SavingsJBa n k

EVERY

DOLLAR

You Deposit in the

First National Bank
of Houlton, Maine

Is under the supervision of

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
Every Baking

United States Government

W e p a y 4% o n T i m e D e p o s i t s

TOWN TALK FLOUR

Aroostook Fed. of Farmers

THE M OST

DANGEROUS DISEASE

Lay a bet on

rolling ’em with

$bd next session.

Albert

Preliminary steps looking to the re
vision of the tariff also were taken,
rnlth general revision planned during
the regular session. The effort to re-

th e n a tio n a l j o y sm o ke

MTJUffl DOESHARM
Whether It Is of the Nose, Throat,
or Other Organs, Get Rid of It.
Catarrh o f the nose or throat when
It becomes chronic weakens the delidots lung tissues, deranges the diges
tive organs, ana may lead to coniption. I t Impairs the taste, smell
*rin$f, gad affects the voice. I t
onstitutional disease and rei constitutional remedy.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
ixymg the blood removes the
>f the disease and gives perrelief. This alterative and
wdieine has proved entirely
tory to thousands o f families
• generations.
re is biliousness or constipa:o Hood’s P ills,—they are a
i Cathartic, a gentle laxative.

Copyright INI
byR. J. Reynold!
Tobacco Co

R

O L L IN G your own cigarettes with Prince Albert is just
‘ about as joy’us a sideline as you ever carried around in
your grip! For, take it at any angle, you never got such quality,
flavor, fragTance and coolness in a makin’s cigarette in your
life as every “P. A . home-made” will present y o u !
Prince Albert puts new smokenotions under your bonnet! It’s so
delightful rolled into a cigarette— and, so easy to ro ll! And, you just take
to it like you been doing it since away back! You see, P. A. is crimp cut
and a cinch to handle ! It stays put— and y o u d on 't Jose a lo t w h en y o u
sta rt to hug th e p a p er around th e to b a c c o !

—

BROADWAY

Rext to E lk s C lu b

P H A R M A C Y -----

P re s c rip tio n D ru g g ist

M a in Street

You'll like Prince Albert in a jim m y pipe as much as you do in a homerolled cigarette, too! Bite and parch are cut out by our exclusive patented
process. You know P. A. is the tobacco that has led three men to smoke
pipes w h ere o n e w as sm ok ed b efo re. Yes sir, Prince Albert blazed the
way. And, rne-o-my, what a wad of smokesport will ripple your way
every time you fill u p !

Awaitingyour u v ao, you'll
find toppy rod bag a. tidy red
tina, handsome pound and
h alf pound tin humidorar—
• nd—th a t claaay, practical
pound eryatal glaaa humidor
with apongo moiatoner top
that keepa Prince Albert in
much perfect condition f

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
WuMtoa<Salsm, N. C.
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TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES

ol‘ Houlton, Thursday.
Mrs. Henry Ingraham has been the
i)0n-t fttll t0 see tho Blg Picture
guest of her sister. Mrs. Jordan °f
,.
,ir .
Caribou, the past week.
° llr ? eddy on Wednesday matinee and
Mrs. Roy Sharp and son Kenneth of evening. A pic ture that finds its way
! Linneus were guests last week of Mr. jn American History should he seen
and Mrs. Lynwood McQuarrie.
,
e
Patrotic American. “ From
Mr. F. H. Vail has been the guest
of his daughter, .Airs. Russell Carter ('ladle to the White House." Ad
mission 17 and 28 cents.
baby of Vermont are visiting her the past week, at Kennebunk, Me.
MONTICELLO
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hatfield. Mr. William Sh 'rman had one of
On Dec. 10 and 11, the* world's
The school social In Grange Hall
Mrs. Geo. W. Bates was taken his hands operated upon at the lavorite noueiass pim-h-inks will be
Friday evening was well attended and suddenly ill on Monday, her many .Madigan Hospital in Houlton, Saturday i ....
;"
$23.00 w&9 received.
friends hope for a speedy recovery, and is comfortable at this writing. seen in his first and newest picture
Mrs. Addie Fletcher and daughter
he began making pictures his
Mrs. Fern Hannigan and two The many friends of Mrs. Adrian
Muriel of Belfast, were calling on children arrived Monday from Denver, Tidd are glad to hear that she is ow n way and from all reports
friends in town last week.
Colorada and are visiting her father improving since her recent operation surpasses anything he has ever done1.
Mrs. Fisher and son Carl of Wood- Mr. J. B. Shields.
and that she will lie able to return
Dec. 17 and 18 there is another big
stock and Dr. and Mrs. Kilburn of
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Stimson, Mr. alid : home soon from the hospital at Houl
pictun* which will be welcomed by
Presque Isle, spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. Edd Bliss and daughter Helen, ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Bull.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Niles, Misses Marion i Miss Annie Cassidy teacher at the Houlton theatre goers, "Heart of
Mrs. Grace McLeod went to Boston j French and Winnie Logie, Mrs. j Jones school will have a Basket Humanity."
Monday to visit her husband who is Millard Moore and son of Houlton Supper and program next Friday
in a hospital there for treatment.
were Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and evening, Dec. a. Please bring clips.
The hunting party that has been at Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
Everyone is welcome.
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Wfclllngtons camps for the past two
The Ladies Aid of he United Baptist
Whereas
D. Foss, then of
UhMiks, returned Saturday and report
Society will have a sale of Xmas gifts. Houlton in Holman
the County of Aroostook
P M scarce but succeeded in getting
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
eight deer in all.
spent Thanksgiving
Blane Lincoln
LETTER B
Mr. and Mrs. K
the Supper and bale ot Useful , Houlton Trust Comriaay>
Mr., and Mrs. T. J. Carpenter have i pfoun on Were the guests of his parent ‘1 attend
Articles, given by the Ladies Aid of (k)n havinR its pIa(lf. J , a corporab m visiting relatives in Houlton.
jfor Thanksgiving.
business at
tith e M. E Society this Wednesday sai(1 Houlton< certain real estate
London wno
who has
w m^tn. Alfred
.
wmuon
nas been
uee.i (1 Mrs Herbert Crane was the guest :
n ec 3rd att the Town Hal
, 1(1
•
ceru
iu B a n g o r for a few days, returnedj f h
daughter Mrs.
Emerson , VReV ’d A MacKinnon pasto of i e"cnbe(1 »
aaid mortgage as
Saturday.
! niMHnsm,
Fridav.
1 Re,v; .,P: ,
f
i
Allows: "My home
homestead lot, situate
Mrs. Lettie Hovey of Houltonn spent
Florence Dickinson spent the U,nlte<l •BaI,tls,t „ “S i T \ haVi"£; ' <>» the North' side o f Hevtvood Street
her sister,
J
- 7 „ u ,e ,„ s.
s e e in g for the past , , » =
- - I t o h . being part of
lot numbered
meetings have been very helpful and
Allan McLean, who has been at a and Mrs. John Grant.
thirty-three (33) in the South Division
lMisnlfsl in Boston for several months,'
^ w a r d Henderson
the Interesting and well attended.
of said Houlton, described as follows,
■SSrntui
n.rrfav m n ^
irn 1gue8t of her dauShter Mrs- Clarence
Evangelistic Services under the to wit:- beginning at a point ten
SSth
W'bbey of Houlton part of last week.
o( chaplall, A. j. croft of
rods & thirteen links east from the
a Harding o f Hodgdon, spent , t o e '™ ” 1'eot tarTister°MisLs^Qra™ ! M'lweukee Wisconsin will be contact- east line of Kelleran Street on said
° f Mr' f nd iMcCordlef the past le e k
'
j ^ S g S S S ffy “ “
5“
h Heywood Street, thence northerly six
Mrs. Henry McConnell
rods to land formerly of Walter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Grant
were
the
:
an(j
continuing
over
Sunday
Dec.
21st.
M n . Frank Crawford of Houlton. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie j chaplain Croft comes with the best Mansur, thence easterly four rods,
eyent a few days last week with her
recommendations. He was for some thence southerly six rods to the
parents Mr. and Mrs. Michael Rugan. Dickinson of Union Corner last Friday, j
Miss Blanche Duff and Mr.
j years pastor of one of the large center of said Heywood Street, thence
Mary and Francis Gardiner. Earl Barton
of H. H. S. spent the r>Thanks- ‘.hurches in Methodism, but in answer west on the center line of said
Gardiner, Dorothy Sullivan a n d giving holidays home with their
Heywood Street to the place of begin
to the call of duty and country he ning, and being lot numbered three
Laurence Carpenter, students at H. parents in this place.
resigned his pastorate and spent one
H. S. spent the Thanksgiving recess
Mrs. Fred A. Barton was the guest year in military service as Chaplain (3) on the north side of said Heywood
at their homes in this town.
Street, according to the plan and
of her mother Mrs. Benj. Atherton in
^ the
^ American .................................
Army in France.
f ilm AW
last Friday in Houlton. Mrs. Atherton Throughout his ministry hte has proven survey of John C. Carpenter; also
LUDLOW
was ninety years of age Nov. 19 and himself t0 be a strong Evangelist. another parcel, being part of my said 1
Philip Webb and William Webb are is real well and able to enjoy company. and since hig return from over seas Homestead^,lot, bounded as follows, j
Ther^ will be a meeting of Houlton , kas been laboring to make the viz: —Beginhing at a stake on the!
attMdtag Houlton Business College
Don’t fall to be at he Prayer meet Grange on Saturday, Dec. 13th at Methodist Centenary Slogan “A Million |North line of said Heywood Street j
j s *x rods east from (he east line of j
ing Wednesday evening at 7 o ’clock. which time the 3rd and 4th degrees SouJs Won to christ this Year'M r. and Mrs. Maurice Haley were will be conferred. All members from reality chapiain Croft is now work- ! said Kelleran Street at the southeast :
• Thanksgiving guests of Miss Annie ! this town are urged to
A large number from
Hovey Houlton.
attended the funeral of Arnold
Sundav
H e 1'™ 1' " ' Wl
**•*~
- - - ....... roas to land formerly owned or
Wendell Hand of New Limerick was man at union Corner, Sunday
only son j Ir , with great pleasure to the commg of
1)onal(l M(,Leod thenC(1
a guest of his aunt Mrs. O. L. Thomp- was seventeen and the
“an have the ‘ 'ns strong.and enthusiasm' tvangel is-t; easterly along the South line of said
and
Mrs.
Greely
Hilliman
son, Thursday
of this place A <'<mlla tnvitation is extended to all
,ot Pour rods an(| thirteen
Mr. and Mrs. James Longataff and W "**"*** o f t h e p p o p l e o f this place.
atten(| lheiM> SP,-vices
links, thence southerly parallel with
first mentioned line Five rods to the
son Leland visited Mr. and Mrs. Spof.North line of said Heywood Street,
tord Atherton of Millinocket last week.
tlienee westerly on the north line of
...
_ . . ,r n . ____ ,
James Briggs whose illness was reMisses Gertrude Willey and
ra por^e(| ]as^ Week is very much better
Frank \Y. Burns of Fort Fairfield said Heywood S t r e e t f o u r r o d s mn:
Thompson spent the Thanksgiving reMrs. W. S. Briggs left Wednesday wishes to announce that he will be a thirteen links to the place of begin
cess at the home of Mr. and Mrs. O. for Newport, Maine to visit her sister. candidate for the-ofiici of Sheriff on ning.
Second: l’ait of said lot numbered
Miss Sadie Crosby has been confined
L. Thompson.
the Republican ticket at the June thirty-three
in Hn- South Divi
_
T .. ,
...
. ..
to the house byblood poison in hei
The Ladles
Aid of the Baptist foQt
Primaries.
sion of said Houlton, described as
church will meet with Mrs. Lyman
Many from here are planning to utM!t A d \ t g . follows:' Bounded North hy said land
W ebb next Thursday. I t is hoped tenT Pomona at
Houlton on next
formerly owned or m cupied hy Donald
that there will be a large attedance. Tjlurs(iay
.McLeod, east hy my said above
Red Cross Christmas seals may be
described homestead lot south by said
Heywood Street and west hy said
obtained of Miss Edith Hall at L. F GIVES WIFE
BRIDGEWATER
Kelleran Street.
Tinkers Orchestra here Dec. 5th. Hall store.
GLYCERINE MIXTURE Said above premises being same
E. B. Lilley returned recently from
Mark Rideout and daughter are in Dyer Brook where he has been visit
A retired merchant whose wife suf conveyed to me by Isaac H. Davis by
Boston.
ing relatives and friends.
fered for years from catairh of the his two deeds dated Dec. 29th. 1905
M n. H. Q. Stackpole is in Bangor on
Roy Crouse who is ill with spinal stomach finally gave her simple gly and Meh 2. lS9fi. respectively and
business.
i meningitis at the Aroostook Hospital
respectively recorded in vol. 218 page
Mrs. Sam Bernstein went to Mon is reported to be gaining slowly
cerine lnickthorn hark. etc., as mixed 295 and vol. 152 Page 381 of Aroostreal Monday.
Gardiner Shean who has been work- in Adler-i-ka. ONE bottle produced took Registry of Deeds."
Mr. Melvern who stays at David
ing in ^Presque Isle was severely in- great results. Because Adler-i-ka acts
Xmv’ therefore the condition in said
mortgage is broken hy reason whereh.ve arrived * Jr
PSyH
» ^
« ^
?o°?Se»d » ” * 0 ™ , upper an,, .owe,, aW
T,.„st Con,„a„v c m . .
Osgoods. Call when in Houlton.
t0 his duties in the store the past removes all foul matter which poisoned a foreclosure of said mortgage and
Mrs. Addie Fletcher and daughter week owing to an injury to his leg.
stomach. Relieves ANY ('ASP] sour gives this notice for that purpose.
Muriel returned Saturday to Belfast.
Mrs. Lee Niles of Houlton spent stomach or gas on stomach. Often Ucnilton. Maine. December 1, 1919!
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bell of Mars several days last week with Mrs. B. pTypp-Q
v^
HOULTON TRUST COMPANY
Hill visited relatives in town over A< Hanning and Mrs. J. A. Robinson. (; URES (onst,Patlon- I events appenBy -ts Attorneys, Archibald.
0OQday.
Mrs. William Tilley is expected to dit itis O. F. French A- Son. druggists.
349
Mrs. Arthur Collins and Mrs. N ell; return from the hospital on Tuesfl^v..
Randall were in Houlton Friday on Her condition is not much improved.;
business.
Miss Laura Dickinson teacher of the*,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Sharp and Mr. ; Harrigan School left Wednesday eveand Mrs. Joseph Smith have returned njng f0r Debec. N. B. to spend Thanks
from a hunting trip.
.
giving with her parents
Bernstein has rented the Ackerq . y Jenkins state highway super
store and put in a line of Gents 1visor went to Danforth by auto. Fri
furnishing and dry goods.
day, returning Saturday and reports
Louise Spencer who has been stop the roads in a very good condition.
ping this summer with, her grandpar
The next regular meeting of Little
ents Mr. and Mrs. John Fulton return ton Grange will be held Saturday eve
ed to Gardiner Saturday.
ning Dec. 6th. The annual election of
officers will take place at this time
and all members are requested to he
LINNEUS

SURROUNDI NG

Is Every Animal
At lb Best?

TOWNS

Don’t let your stock lose their
Summer's gain through November
neglect. Your animals are now
going on dry teed—hay and grain.
It's a big change from the succulent,
nutritious grasses of summer pastures
which supply the needed laxatives and
torres.
Keep your ani
mals’ bowels open
and regular—drive
out the worms—
keep their blood
rich and keep their
digestion gaod by
feeding regularly

EAST HODGDON

IN*. Hess Stock Took
A Conditioner and Worm Expefler

J

LITTLETON

Don’t allow your stock to “get off feed”
and in a run-down condition.
Condition your cows for calving by
feeding Dr. Hess Stock Tonic before
freshing. Then feed it regularly to in
crease the flow of milk. It lengthens
the milking period.
Buy Stock Tonic according to the
o f your herd. Get from your dealer two
pounds for each average nog, ftve ponnd*
for each horse, cow or steer, to start with,
feed as directed and then watch le s u la

Why Pay the Peddler
twice My Price?
PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.
HOULTON,

M A IN E

. Tell us how much stock you have.
W e ll tell you how much Tonic to buy.

Dr. Hess Instant Louse
Killer Kills Lice

POLITICALANNOUNCEMENT

BetterThanW ood
U SE

OUTSIDE
W INDOW S
A

Good Assortment

Do You Raise Hogs?

***■• £•

B*T®nton of Smyrna Mills (p There was a good attendance at the
„ Farmer’s meeting on Friday evening.
re' Y p l?
; The next meeting will be held on
*
'Wednesday evening. Dec. 3rd. O B
•J)1®
Griffin of Caribou is expected to he
Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. pregent a good attendance is deW. Stewart.
; oirpri
Mr. and Mrs. Garfleld Burton spent
Thanksgiving day in Houlton with
Mr. and Mrs. 8killln.
Mr. and Mrs. Ansil Hatfield of HoulMrs. Frank Bickford has returned
ton spent Thanksgiving with Mr. from Boston, Mass.
Dennis Hannan and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Leavitt spent
Mrs. Vincent Blther underwent a Thanksgiving with relatives at Island
surgical operation at Lie Aroostook Falls.
Hospital one day last week.
, Mr. Almon Hunter has been the
Miss Shean, teacher at Corner gUest the past week of friends at
school spent the Thanksgiving holidays Amesbury, Mass.
in Island Falls with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. William Finch and
Mrs. Sarah E. Bither spent Thanks- Jdaughter, spent Thanksgiving with
giving with her daughter Mrs. Clinton ■relatives at Patten.
Marrow and family in Presque Isle. 1 Mr. and Mrs. w. G. Moore were
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Norcross and guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Moore
'*

HODGDON

If so, come in and let us show you the
new tonic for hogs, put up by the
Avalon Farms Company. It is a guar
anteed remedy. If it |doesn’t do as
recommended or if you are not lully
satisfied after using it 60 days accord
ing to directions, it doesn't cost you
anything.
Raise more pork{at|less[expense.
For sale by

BRIDGEW ATER DRUG

FO R Y O U R

HORSES

A large If te of Horse Blankets o! aft kinds

T T T 'T T T

The Famous Roosevelt Picture

“OUR TEDDY”
Taking Theodore Roosevelt from the Cradle to the White
House something every American young or old should see
Admission 17 and 28 cents
THURSDAY

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
in a Five Reel Drama

“ The Man Beneath”
Also ‘‘E L M O , T H E M I G H T Y ” and W E E K L Y N E W S

THE U N I V E R S A L C A R

BERRY & BENN
DEALERS

Program W eek of Dec. I
WEDNESDAY

Overcoats

The Ford Sedan, with electric starting and
lighting system, demountable rims with 3^ -inch
tires all around, is the ideal family car because
of its general utiiity and refined and comfortable
equipment. Finely upholstered. Plate glass
windows. An open car in the spring, summer,
and early fall. A closed car in inclement
weather and winter. Rain-proof, dust-proof. In
the city or the country, a family car. The low
cost of operation and maintenance is not the
least o f its charms. Won’t you come in and
look it over?

A . M. Stackpole, Jr.

L. A. Barker & Company
Oakffefd, Maine

FR ID A Y

HALE HAMILTON
in a Five Reel Comedy Drama

“ In His Brother's Place”
Also H O O L IG A N C A R T O O N S and A N I M A L R E E L

Dollars

SATURDAY

DORRIS KENYON
in a Five Reel Drama

“ Inn of the Blue Moon”
FOX N E W S and T W O R E E L C O M E D Y

In your pocket by using

OUTSIDE WINDOWS
Large Stock of all Sizes

J. E. Tarbell & Sons
S m y r n a M ills

Coming Dec. 10th and 11th Douglas Fairbanks in his new
Picture ‘‘H IS M A J E S T Y , T H E A M E R I C A N .” a Picture you
have been waiting for
MONDAY
Wm. ROGERS

In a Five Reel Comedy Drama
“ Almost a Husband”

Taken from Opie Reads famous novel
Old Ebenezer . The entire production
is a humerous affair with sufficient
Phathos to balance it. also Education
al Weekly.
TUESDAY
PEGGY HYLAND
In a Five Reel Comedy Drama
“ Cheating Herself”
If you have been thinking of adopting
the simple life see this picture before
you try it.

